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Abstract 
Cone-beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) has been widely used in image-

guided radiation therapy for target localization. 3D CBCT has been developed for 

localizing static targets, while 4D CBCT has been developed for localizing moving 

targets.  Although CBCT has been used as the gold standard in current clinical practice, 

it has several major limitations: (1). High imaging dose to the normal tissue from 

repeated 3D/4D CBCT scans. Low dose CBCT reconstruction is changeling because of 

streak artifacts caused by limited projection and increased noise by low exposure. 

Previous methods such as compressed sensing method can successfully remove streak 

artifacts and reduce noise. However, the reconstructed images are blurred, especially at 

edge regions due to the uniform image gradient penalty, which will affect the accuracy 

of patient positioning for target localization. (2). Poor soft tissue contrast due to the 

inherent nature of x-ray based imaging as well as several CBCT artifacts such as scatter 

and beam hardening. As a result, the accuracy of using CBCT to localize tumors in the 

abdominal region is extremely limited. To address these limitations, we propose to use 

prior images and deep learning techniques to enhance the edge information and soft 

tissue contrast of 3D/4D CBCT images. The specific aims include: 1) Establish a novel 

prior contour based TV (PCTV) method to enhance the edge information in compressed 

sensing reconstruction for CBCT. 2) Establish hybrid PCTV and deep learning methods 
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to achieve accurate and fast low dose CBCT reconstruction.3) Establish deep learning 

methods to generate virtual on-board multi-modality images to enhance soft tissue 

contrast in CBCT. The results from this research will be highly relevant to the clinical 

application of on-board image for head and neck, lung and liver patient treatment to 

improve target localization while reducing radiation dose of 3D/4D CBCT scan.  

To address the first limitation of current clinical CBCT, a novel prior contour 

based TV (PCTV) method was developed in this dissertation to enhance the edge 

information in compressed sensing reconstruction. Specifically, the edge information is 

extracted from the prior planning-CT via edge detection. Prior CT is first registered with 

on-board CBCT reconstructed with TV method through rigid or deformable registration. 

The edge contour in prior-CT is then mapped to CBCT and used as the weight map for 

TV regularization to enhance edge information in CBCT reconstruction. The proposed 

PCTV method was evaluated using extended-cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom, physical 

CatPhan phantom and brain patient data. Results were compared with both TV and 

edge-preserving TV (EPTV) methods which are commonly used for limited projection 

CBCT reconstruction. Relative error was used to calculate image pixel value difference 

and edge cross correlation was defined as the similarity of edge information between 

reconstructed images and ground truth in the quantitative evaluation. Compared to TV 

and EPTV, PCTV enhanced the edge information of bone, lung vessels and tumor in 

XCAT reconstruction and complex bony structures in brain patient CBCT. In XCAT 
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study using 45 half-fan CBCT projections, compared with ground truth, relative errors 

were 1.5%, 0.7% and 0.3% and edge cross correlations were 0.66, 0.72 and 0.78 for TV, 

EPTV and PCTV, respectively. PCTV is more robust to the projection number reduction. 

Although edge enhancement was reduced slightly with noisy projections, PCTV was 

still superior to other methods. PCTV can maintain resolution while reducing the noise 

in the low mAs CatPhan reconstruction. Low contrast edges were preserved better with 

PCTV compared with TV and EPTV. 

The first technique developed in this dissertation demonstrates that PCTV 

preserved edge information as well as reduced streak artifacts and noise in low dose 

CBCT reconstruction. PCTV is superior to TV and EPTV methods in edge enhancement, 

which can potentially improve the localization accuracy in radiation therapy. However, 

the accuracy of edge enhancement in PCTV is affected by the registration errors and 

anatomical changes from prior to on-board images, especially when deformation exists. 

The next section of the dissertation describes the development of the hybrid-PCTV to 

further improve the accuracy and robustness of PCTV. Similar to PCTV method, 

planning-CT is used as prior images and deformably registered with on-board CBCT 

reconstructed by the edge preserving TV (EPTV) method. Edges derived from planning 

CT are deformed based on the registered deformation vector fields to generate on-board 

edges for edge enhancement in PCTV reconstruction. Reference CBCT is reconstructed 

from the simulated projections of the deformed planning-CT. Image similarity map is 
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then calculated between the reference and on-board CBCT using structural similarity 

index (SSIM) method to estimate local registration accuracy. The hybrid-PCTV method 

enhances the edge information based on a weighted edge map that combines edges from 

both PCTV and EPTV methods. Higher weighting is given to PCTV edges at regions 

with high registration accuracy and to EPTV edges at regions with low registration 

accuracy. The hybrid-PCTV method was evaluated using both digital extended-cardiac-

torso (XCAT) phantom and lung patient data. In XCAT study, breathing amplitude 

change, tumor shrinkage and new tumor were simulated from CT to CBCT. In the 

patient study, both simulated and real projections of lung patients were used for 

reconstruction. Results were compared with both EPTV and PCTV methods. EPTV led 

to blurring bony structures due to missing edge information, and PCTV led to blurring 

tumor edges due to inaccurate edge information caused by errors in the deformable 

registration. In contrast, hybrid-PCTV enhanced edges of both bone and tumor. In 

XCAT study using 30 half-fan CBCT projections, compared with ground truth, relative 

errors were 1.3%, 1.1%, and 0.9% and edge cross-correlation were 0.66, 0.68 and 0.71 for 

EPTV, PCTV and hybrid-PCTV, respectively. Moreover, in the lung patient data, hybrid-

PCTV avoided the wrong edge enhancement in the PCTV method while maintaining 

enhancements of the correct edges. Overall, hybrid-PCTV further improved the 

robustness and accuracy of PCTV by accounting for uncertainties in deformable 

registration and anatomical changes between prior and onboard images. The accurate 
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edge enhancement in hybrid-PCTV will be valuable for target localization in radiation 

therapy. 

In the next section, a technique for predicting daily on-board edge deformation 

using deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) is described to bypass deformable 

registration to improve the PCTV reconstruction efficiency. Edge deformation was 

predicted by deep learning model including a supervised and an unsupervised 

convolutional neural network (CNN) learning model. In the supervised model, 

deformation vector field (DVF) registered from CT to full-sampled CBCTs and 

retrospectively under-sampled low-dose CBCT were obtained on the first treatment day 

to train the model, which was then updated with following days’ data. In contrast, no 

ground truth DVF was needed for the unsupervised model and image pair of planning 

CT and CBCT were used as input to fine-tune the model. The model predicts DVF for 

low-dose CBCT acquired on the following day to generate on-board contours for PCTV 

reconstruction. This method was evaluated using lung SBRT patient data. In the intra-

patient evaluation study, the first n-1 day’s CBCTs were used for CNN training to 

predict nth day edge information (n=2, 3, 4, 5). In addition, 10 lung SBRT patient data 

were obtained for the inter-patient study. The unsupervised model was trained on 9 of 

10 patient data with transferring learning and to predict the while DVF for the other 

patient. 45 half-fan projections covering 360˚ from nth day CBCT was used for 

reconstruction and results from Edge-preserving (EPTV), PCTV and PCTV-CNN were 
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compared. The cross-correlations between predicted and reference edge maps were 

about 0.74 for intra-patient study using the supervised CNN model. When using the 

unsupervised CNN mode, the cross-correlations of the predicted edge map were about 

0.88 for both intra-patient and inter-patient. PCTV-CNN enhanced bone edges in CBCT 

compared to EPTV and achieved comparable image quality as PCTV while avoiding the 

user dependent and time-consuming deformable registration process. These results 

demonstrated the feasibility to use CNN to predict daily deformation of on-board edge 

information for PCTV based low-dose CBCT reconstruction. Thus, PCTV-CNN has a 

great potential for enhancing the edge sharpness with high efficiency for low dose 3D 

CBCT or 4D CBCT to improve the precision of on-board target localization and adaptive 

radiotherapy. 

In the last part of this dissertation, prior images such as high-quality planning CT 

with deformation was used to generate on-board CT/CBCT image to improve soft tissue 

contrast for CBCT. The whole deformation vector field (DVF) was predicted using the 

unsupervised CNN model fine-tuned on liver SBRT patient. The on-board virtual CT in 

the liver region is obtained by deforming the prior planning CT using the finite element 

model (FEM) based on the deformation of livers surfaces from planning CT to CBCT.  

The deformed CT is embedded in the liver region to improve soft tissue contrast for 

tumor localization in the liver, while on-board CBCT is used for the region outside the 

liver to verify the positions of healthy tissues close to the tumor. In the current study, we 
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mainly investigated the feasibility to use deep learning to generate accurate liver 

contours in CBCT. The method was evaluated using 15 SBRT liver patients’ data 

including planning CT and daily CBCT. Image sets of 14 patients were obtained to train 

the model while the other one was used to test. Deformed CT with DVF generated from 

Velocity and predicted DVF were compared using image similarity matrix including 

mutual information (MI), cross correlation (CC) and structural similarity index 

measurement (SSIM). The MI, CC and SSIM between predicted deformed CT and first-

day on-board CBCT were 1.28, 0.98 and 0.91 for a new patient, respectively. All 

similarity evaluation results demonstrated the unsupervised CNN model can predict 

DVF to deform CT equivalently with Velocity. Therefore, it is feasible to apply deep 

CNN deformation model for fast on-board virtual image generation to improve the 

precision of the treatment of low contrast soft tissue tumors.  

In conclusion, the works presented in this dissertation aim to use prior image 

and deep learning to improve the image quality of the on-board low dose 3D/4D CBCT 

by enhancing the edge sharpness and soft tissue contrast. The goals of this dissertation 

research are to:  1) establish a novel prior contour based TV (PCTV) method to enhance 

the edge information in compressed sensing reconstruction for CBCT; 2)  establish 

hybrid PCTV to improve the accuracy and robustness of PCTV when deformable 

registration needed 3) implement deep learning methods to bypass deformable 

registration to automate and accelerate the low dose CBCT reconstruction; 4) establish 
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deep learning methods to generate virtual on-board multi-modality images to enhance 

soft tissue contrast in CBCT. Results demonstrated that 1) edge sharpness can be 

improved for low dose 3D/4D CBCT using prior contour based TV method; 2) virtual 

image generated by fusing CBCT and deformed CT can improve the soft tissue contrast 

for the liver patient and 3) deep learning can be applied to improve the efficiency and 

automation in image deformable registration. Imaging augmentation including high and 

low contrast improvement using these techniques can improve the precision of dose 

delivery for image-guided radiation therapy, which might path the way to be applied in 

the clinic to improve the patient care.  
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1. Introduction  
Cone-beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) has been widely used for target 

localization in image-guided radiation therapy. For example, 3D CBCT has been 

developed to localize static targets, while 4D CBCT has been developed for tracking 

moving targets.  Although CBCT has been used as the gold standard in current clinical 

practice, it has several major limitations: (1). High imaging dose to the normal tissue 

from repeated 3D/4D CBCT scans. Low dose CBCT reconstruction is changeling because 

of streak artifacts caused by limited projection and increased noise by low radiation 

exposure. Previous methods such as compressed sensing method can successfully 

remove streak artifacts and reduce noise. However, reconstructed images might be 

blurred, especially at edge regions due to the uniform image gradient penalty, which 

will affect the accuracy of patient positioning for target localization. (2). Poor soft tissue 

contrast due to the inherent nature of x-ray technology and CBCT artifacts such as 

scatter and beam hardening.   As a result, the accuracy of using CBCT to localize tumors 

in the abdominal region is extremely limited. To address these limitations, we propose 

to use prior images and deep learning techniques to enhance the edge information and 

soft tissue contrast of 3D/4D CBCT images. This dissertation aims to do the following: 1) 

Establish a novel prior contour based TV (PCTV) method to enhance the edge 

information in compressed sensing reconstruction for CBCT. 2) Establish hybrid PCTV 

to achieve accurate low dose CBCT reconstruction.3) Implement deep learning method 
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for image deformable registration to improve the efficiency of the PCTV method for low 

dose CBCT reconstruction. 4) Investigate the feasibility of using deep learning methods 

to generate virtual on-board multi-modality images to enhance soft tissue contrast in 

CBCT.  

1.1 Clinical significance 

Target localization accuracy is critical for radiation therapy since it is correlated 

with tumor control and normal tissue toxicity. It is especially important for the lung and 

liver cancer treatments, which are prone to localization errors caused by respiratory 

motions [1-4].  Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been widely used in 

radiation therapy (RT) for on-board target localization to improve the treatment delivery 

accuracy. 3D CBCT has been developed to localize targets with minimal motion, such as 

brain tumor; while 4D CBCT has been developed to localize targets affected by 

respiratory motion, such as lung and liver tumors in the image-guided RT [5-10]. CBCT 

delivers imaging dose to patients through a large volume of the body. In clinical 

practice, it is often needed to acquire CBCT with undersampled projections to reduce its 

imaging dose and scanning time. For example, a clinical 3D CBCT scan takes 1 minute 

and delivers imaging dose around 2-3cGy through a large volume of the body[11]. 

Repeating 3D CBCT scans multiple times for inter- and intra-fraction verification would 

lead to long scanning time and high imaging dose, which are not optimal for patient 

care. Reducing the number of projections when acquiring a 3D CBCT can potentially 
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reduce the imaging dose and also improve imaging efficiency. In clinical 4D CBCT 

scans, the projections acquired for each respiratory phase are always undersampled to 

only 100-200 projections with the total scanning time of 4 minutes and imaging dose of 

~6 cGy (dose rates of 3.0 × 10−03 cGy/mAs at isocenter)[12]. Further reducing the 

projection numbers can reduce the scanning time and dose even more to make it feasible 

to acquire multiple 4D-CBCT scans for intra-fraction verification.   

Moreover, accumulated imaging dose from repeated 3D/4D CBCT scans to the 

normal tissue may be clinically significant, which requires re-planning in order to satisfy 

the dose constraints [12-14]. In addition, high imaging dose increases the risk of 

secondary cancer induction. Therefore, low dose CBCT with adequate image quality for 

accurate target localization is highly demanded in radiation therapy. 

1.2 Challenges with on-board CBCT 

In this dissertation, two challengers with on-board CBCT for image-guided 

radiation therapy will be addressed in the following. 

Firstly, CBCT has high imaging dose for repeat scans or 4D acquisition. To 

reduce radiation dose, 3D CBCT will be acquired in the under-sampled condition, which 

will cause streak artifacts and increase image noise. Moreover, due to the limitation of 

gantry rotation and radiation dose, the projection number per phase of 4D CBCT 

acquisition cannot meet the Nyquist sampling requirement. Thus, improving the image 

quality of 3D/4D CBCT reconstructed from under-sampled data will be clinically 
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significant for target localization. Compressed sensing methods based on total variation 

(TV) have been developed to address the under-sampled reconstruction. The goal of TV 

based reconstruction is to minimize the TV (defined as the integration of the gradient of 

an image) of the image being reconstructed with the data fidelity constraint: 

𝑓∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛| 𝑓 |+,  (1) and 𝐷𝑅𝑅(𝑓) − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗 5
5 ≤ 𝜖 (2) 

Where f is the image to be reconstructed, and DRR(f) is the forward projection of 

image f. Proj represents the on-board CBCT projections acquired. TV regularization has 

shown to be effective in reducing the streak artifacts and noise in low dose CT/CBCT 

reconstruction. However, TV minimization process uniformly penalizes the image 

gradient throughout the entire image, which can lead to over-smooth edges. The 

weighted TV method aims to solve this problem by reducing the minimization at edge 

regions, which will discuss in detail in the next section 1.3. Although improvements 

were achieved over TV based method, the capability of deriving and enhancing the 

edges in previous methods was limited by the quality of the intermediate images, which 

was dependent on the projection number and the exposure level per projection. 

Secondly, CBCT has poor soft tissue contrast due to inherent nature of x-ray 

technology as well as suffers from various CBCT artifacts such as scatter and beam 

hardening, which limits its ability to localize target in the liver treatment. As a result, 

target localization for liver patient usually relies on the liver boundary or other 

anatomical, which is prone to errors. MR-guided radiotherapy was then invested to 
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provide high soft tissue contrast. However, the availability of MR-guided radiotherapy 

machines in clinics is still very limited recently due to high cost. Thus, generating virtual 

on-board multi-modality images become a practical solution to improve low soft tissue 

contrast. The virtual on-board image can be estimated with prior image with the 

accurate deformation vector fields. For example, the limited-angle intrafraction 

verification (LIVE) method has been proposed for 4D CBCT reconstruction using a 

motion model from prior knowledge and a free-form deformation (MM-FD) technique 

[15-18]. Adaptive prior knowledge guided LIVE system was then developed to further 

reduce the scan angle needed for 4D-CBCT reconstruction[19]. All these studies about 

generating virtual on-board images using deformed prior knowledge also show the 

promising application of virtual on-board images for target localization in liver SBRT 

treatment. The model built in these methods is 4D respiration motion model for each 

patient and don’t account for the anatomical change for multiple days, which is also 

limiting its application for the inter-fractional guidance and image estimation of other 

patients.   

1.3 Previous methods in low dose CBCT reconstruction 

CBCT imaging dose is positively correlated with the acquired projection number 

and exposure level (mAs) per projection. Reducing one of these two acquisition 

parameters or both will reduce the CBCT imaging dose. However, the CBCT image 

quality will suffer from the low dose acquisition when using the conventional 
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Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress (FDK) algorithm[20] for image reconstruction. Reducing the 

projection number will violate the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem leading to 

serious streak artifacts while reducing the exposure will reduce the number of photons 

detected leading to the increased noise level in the reconstructed images.  

To solve these issues, compressed sensing methods based on total variation (TV) 

or total generalized variation (TGV) regularization have been developed to improve the 

image quality of low dose CT/CBCT [21-25]. Although these methods successfully 

reduce the streak artifacts and noise, they also tend to over-smooth the edge information 

by uniformly penalizing the image gradient throughout the entire images in the TV 

regularization. This blurriness of edges can potentially affect the diagnosis in radiology 

and target localization in radiation oncology.  

To overcome this limitation of TV based methods, edge guided total variation 

methods were developed for both MR and CT reconstruction [26-30]. In CT 

reconstruction, edge preserving TV (EPTV) [26] and adaptive-weighted TV (awTV) [28] 

were developed to enhance the edge information in the TV based method by deriving 

the isotropic and anisotropic edges expressed as the exponential function of image 

gradient from intermediate images on generated during the iterative reconstruction. 

Reweighted TV optimization can also enhance edge sharpness by normalizing the TV 

weighting term by the image gradient in the in adaptively reweighted TV[30] and few-

view reweighted sparsity hunting (FRESH) method[29]. In these reweighted based 
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optimization methods, TV weight will be reduced in the edge regions with high image 

gradient to reduce the smoothing of edges. Reweighted anisotropic TV, which combined 

reweighted technology with anisotropic TV was then proposed to further improve 

reconstruction performance[31]. Although improvements were achieved over TV-based 

method, the capability of deriving and enhancing the edges in these methods was 

limited by the quality of the intermediate images, which was dependent on the 

projection number and the exposure level per projection. As a result, the edges were still 

blurred when reconstructing CBCT using these adaptive weighted TV methods from a 

relatively low number of projections or low mAs [26]. 

Alternatively, other compressed sensing based methods used prior images for 

low dose 4D-CT/CBCT reconstruction[32]. In the prior image constrained compressed 

sensing (PICCS)[33] method, the prior image was used as an additional constraint to 

minimize image total variation. Thus, the image quality of PICCS may be affected by the 

quality of the prior images, which is susceptible to motion artifacts[33]. Adaptive prior 

image constrained compressed sensing (APICCS) and penalized weighted least-square 

using normal-dose image induced total variation prior (PWLS-ndiTV) were then 

proposed to enhance the image quality of PICCS by adaptive weighted constraint 

considering mismatch regions between prior image and on-board CBCT[34, 35]. Other 

method such as prior image based anisotropic edge guided TV (PIEGTV) was developed 

to improve previous awTV methods using edge information of prior image as initial 
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weights and updated based on intermediate edge images[36]. Compensation of 

mismatch between prior image and reconstructed volume was then considered via 

registration (rigid or deformable) of the prior image and combined with reconstruction 

model to improve image quality and accuracy [37-40]. Moreover, another approach 

using prior images and limited angle projections, the limited-angle intrafraction 

verification (LIVE) method, has been proposed for 4D CBCT reconstruction using a 

motion model from prior knowledge and a free-form deformation (MM-FD) technique 

[15-18]. Adaptive prior knowledge guided LIVE system was then developed to further 

reduce the scan angle needed for 4D-CBCT reconstruction[19]. In principle, the quality 

of the CBCT can be improved using information from the prior images. The 

management of prior information and current measurement is important for the 

reconstruction accuracy.  

1.4 Recent advances using deep learning for medical imaging 

In the past few years, artificial intelligence (AI) has been rapidly developed for 

various tasks[41]. Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning and definitely a 

branch of AI. Usually, deep learning model consists of multiple hidden neural network 

layers to exact information of input and weights for each node in each layer are training 

for the specific task. Among current studies about the application of deep learning in 

medical imaging analysis, convolutional neural network (CNN) is the most successful 

architecture which usually consists of convolutional layers with activation function (i.e. 
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RELU), pooling layers, fully connected layers and normalization layers. Several CNN 

architectures such as ImageNet[42], VGGNet[43], ResNet[44] or DenseNet[45] have been 

developed to analyze natural image successfully[41]. Moreover, many studies have 

shown CNN can be used to solve several challenges in medical imaging and radiation 

therapy fields such as classification[46-48], segmentation[49-51], lesion detection[52-54], 

image registration[55-57], synthetic image generation[58-60] and under-sample 

reconstruction[61-63]. The CNN model can predict results in one shot with equivalent or 

even better performance compared with conventional methods. 

Supervised and unsupervised learning 

Many studies were using supervised learning which containing ground truth or 

labels to optimize parameters in the model for output matching. Supervised learning has 

been widely used in classification and diagnosis[46, 48], which need clinical input as 

guidance. Moreover, the quality of labels is critical for the performance of the training 

model. Moreover, unsupervised learning methods have been proposed to exact feature 

and be trained without labels for image segmentation and registration[55, 64].  

Transfer learning and fine-tune 

The limited size of medical dataset might cause overtraining for deep models. To 

solve this limitation, transfer learning can be applied to retrain or fine tune a pre-trained 

network on a large dataset with a small dataset in another domain for a similar task[65]. 

For example, Kooi et al has shown good performance of using the small dataset to 
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retrain the model on a large dataset of screening mammograms with transfer learning to 

discriminate benign solitary cysts[66]. Transfer learning becomes appealing and is a 

potential solution for small size clinical dataset studies[41]. 

1.5 Summary 

CBCT has been widely used in the clinic for image guidance in radiation therapy. 

Despite its prevalence in the clinics, CBCT still has several limitations: 1) high imaging 

dose to normal tissue and 2) poor soft tissue contrast. To address these two limitations, 

we proposed techniques using the prior image and deep learning to improve the image 

quality of low dose 3D/4D CBCT by enhancing the edge sharpness and augment soft 

tissue contrast using on-board virtual images. The improvement of CBCT quality in the 

low dose mode by our proposed methods will have a great potential for improving the 

accuracy for on-board low dose target localization, which can potentially enable CBCT 

to be used on a daily basis for fractionated treatments. On-board virtual image 

technology with vastly improved soft tissue contrast can improve the precision of the 

treatment to improve the tumor control and reduce the toxicities to healthy tissues for 

both fractionated and SBRT treatments.  
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2. Specific Aims 
The goal of the research study presented in this dissertation is to develop on-

board imaging reconstruction and deep learning methods to enhance the image quality 

of on-board CBCT for target localization. The completed research dissertation pursues 

three major aims and respective hypotheses as below: 

Hypothesis 1:  Edge information from the prior image can be used to enhance 

bone edge sharpness and recover small structure for accurate target localization. 

Aim 1: to establish a novel prior contour based TV (PCTV) method to enhance 

the edge information in compressed sensing reconstruction for CBCT. 

Hypothesis 2: Reconstruction accuracy can be improved with accounting for the 

uncertainties of the edge information and the reconstruction efficiency can be 

accelerated using a deep learning method. 

Aim 2.1: to develop a Hybrid-PCTV method, which combines PCTV and 

adaptive edge guided weighted TV such as edge preserving TV (EPTV) to improve 

reconstruction accuracy by accounting mismatch between prior image and on-board 

image for deformable registration cases. 

Aim 2.2: to develop a novel method for predicting daily on-board edge 

deformation using deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) to bypass deformable 

registration to improve the PCTV reconstruction efficiency. 
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Hypothesis 3: Soft tissue contrast in CBCT can be further improved with prior 

knowledge (high-quality CT), deformable registration, deep learning and transfer 

learning model.  

Aim 3: to establish deep learning methods to generate virtual on-board multi-

modality images to enhance soft tissue contrast in CBCT. 
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3. Development of a novel prior contour based TV 
(PCTV) for low dose CBCT reconstruction 

3.1 Background 

As we discuss in section 2.1, in the last decades, total variation based compress 

senescing methods have been developed to reconstruct under-sampled data. Although 

these methods successfully reduce the streak artifacts and noise, they also tend to over-

smooth the edge information by uniformly penalizing the image gradient. To overcome 

this limitation of TV based methods, several TV weighted based methods have been 

proposed. However, the capability of deriving and enhancing the edges in these 

methods was limited by the quality of the intermediate images, which might not be used 

for edge enhancement when reconstructing CBCT from a relatively low number of 

projections or low mAs. 

In this section, we proposed a prior contour based TV (PCTV) method, which 

uses the existing edge contour information from high quality prior planning CT images 

for edge enhancement in on-board CBCT reconstruction. Since the edge information is 

derived from CT instead of the low dose CBCT, the method is more robust against 

projection number and mAs reduction in CBCT acquisition compared with previous 

methods. To our knowledge, this is the first-time prior edge information is used for edge 

enhancements in compressed sensing reconstruction. With the addition of high-quality 

edge information, PCTV can substantially improve the CBCT image quality by removing 

noise and streak artifact while preserving edge sharpness. The reconstructed images of 
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TV, EPTV and new PCTV were evaluated using digital 4D lung phantom, physical 

phantom and clinical head patient data both qualitatively and quantitatively. The results 

indicated that the new PCTV method is superior to previous EPTV and conventional TV 

methods in preserving edge information while minimizing the streak artifacts and noise 

in the images. 

3.2 Methods and Materials 

3.2.1 PCTV reconstruction 

In traditional TV based CT/CBCT reconstruction, TV is defined as the integration 

of the gradient of an image f in the following formula: 

𝑓 +, = 𝛻𝑓 𝑥 5𝑑𝑥   (1) 

The goal of TV based reconstruction is to minimize the TV of the image being 

reconstructed: 

𝑓∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛| 𝑓 |+,      (2) 

Subject to the data fidelity constraint: 

𝐷𝑅𝑅(𝑓) − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗 5
5 ≤ 𝜖 (3) 

where f is the image to be reconstructed, and DRR(f) is forward projection of 

image f. Proj represents the on-board CBCT projections acquired.  
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TV regularization has shown to be effective in reducing the streak artifacts and 

noise in low dose CT/CBCT reconstruction. However, as defined in Eq. (1), TV 

minimization uniformly penalizes the image gradient throughout the entire image, 

which can lead to over-smoothing of edges. The PCTV method aims to solve this 

problem by extracting the edge information from the prior CT images as prior 

information to guide the TV minimization for the edge enhancement.  

The general flowchart of the PCTV is shown in Figure 1. First, prior contour was 

generated from the prior CT using a Sobel based edge detection filter. Second, an initial 

on-board CBCT is reconstructed from the low dose projections (limited projection 

number and/or low mAs projections) using the TV method. Then, CT is registered with 

the initial on-board CBCT using either rigid or deformable registration depending on the 

imaging site to generate a transformation map which was in turn used to transform the 

prior contour to the on-board contour for new CBCT reconstruction. The on-board 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the PCTV method. 
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contour was finally converted into a weight map, w(x) in Equation (4), as a TV 

regularization term to reduce the TV minimization enforcement at the edges in PCTV 

reconstruction. 

PCTV 𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑥 𝛻𝑓 𝑥 5𝑑𝑥   (4) 

The ASD-POCS[22] algorithm was used in the PCTV iterative reconstruction to 

balance the minimization of PCTV defined in Equation (4) and the data fidelity 

constraints in Equation (3). 

3.2.2 Prior contour based weight map generation 

In this study, planning CT was used as prior CT and prior contour information 

was extracted automatically from prior CT via edge detection. Prior contour based 

weight map generation was implemented in the following steps as shown in Figure 2:  

 

Figure 2. Flowchart of weight map generation. 
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1) Prior edge information was extracted from the prior CT by MATLAB (The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) using Sobel edge detection to generate an initial contour 

map. The edge region was assigned to 1 and the non-edge region was assigned to 0;  

2) The edge width was increased from 1 pixel to 3 pixels in this project with two 

steps. 2D Gaussian smoothing filter (3 × 3 kernel size, standard deviation	𝜎 = 0.65) was 

used in the first step to smooth the edge. Then, all pixels with the value above zero were 

assigned to 1;  

3) 3D Gaussian smoothing (5 × 5 × 5 kernel size and standard deviation	𝜎 = 0.65) 

was applied to avoid an abrupt change in the edge map from slice to slice;  

4) Registration vectors were then applied to form the on-board contour map;  

5) TV weight map 𝑤 𝑥 		was converted from the contour map, 𝑚𝑎𝑝GHIJHKL 𝑥 , 

with a global weighting factor as described in Equation (5). If the global weighting factor 

is zero, then PCTV will become the conventional TV method. 

 𝑤 𝑥 = 1 − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑝GHIJHKL 𝑥           (5) 

3.2.3 PCTV implementation 

The PCTV reconstruction algorithm is implemented by using the weight map 

from the prior CT to adaptively penalize the image gradient while preserving the edge 

sharpness. The detailed algorithm was shown in Figure 3 with the pseudo code and 

corresponding parameters. The orange section is the workflow for the weight map 

generation while the blue section is the main reconstruction algorithm applying the 
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generated weight map w. The optimization algorithm was implemented using similar 

workflow with ASD-POCS described in [22].In the workflow, PROJ is on-board CBCT 

projection as input for reconstruction in the following steps: 1) initial image f was 

reconstructed via FDK. 2) Estimated projection DRR was calculated by forward 

projecting previous iteration image f and estimated update image df was reconstructed 

from the difference between PROJ and DRR. dDRR was then calculated from the 

forward projection. 3) Line search with backtracking was used to find the optimal step 

size t in the gradient descent optimization algorithm. 4) After that update projection and 

image, weighted total variation minimization was applied. Parameters of reconstruction 

and weight edge map generation were optimized empirically. 
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Figure 3. Detailed PCTV reconstruction algorithm. 

 

3.2.4 Evaluation studies 

The PCTV method was evaluated using digital Extended-cardiac-torso (XCAT) 

phantom[67], physical Catphan phantom and brain patient data. 

3.2.4.1 XCAT simulation study 

XCAT is a digital anthropomorphic phantom developed based on National 

Library of Medicine and patient datasets to model detailed human anatomy[67]. In this 

XCAT study, prior 4D-CT set and onboard ground truth CBCT and CBCT projections 
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were simulated using XCAT. Lesion volume can be defined and inserted in the XCAT 

phantom. 4D images were generated by using specific anatomical parameters and 

respiratory profiles for a total of 10 phases. Respiratory profiles have two main curves 

(diaphragm curve and chest wall curve) to determine the motion in the superior-inferior 

(SI) direction and in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction respectively.  

a) Prior 4D CT, on-board volume and cone-beam simulation  

Ten-phase 4D CT was first simulated by using XCAT with a 30mm diameter 

spherical lesion inserted in the right lung region as the prior 4D CT. The breathing peak-

to-peak respiratory motion amplitudes used for both the body and the lesion were 3cm in 

SI direction and 2cm in AP direction, respectively. On-board volume was then simulated 

with the same anatomy but different respiratory motion amplitudes from the prior 4D CT. 

The breathing peak-to-peak amplitude of on-board volume was changed to 2cm in the SI 

direction and 1.2 cm in the AP direction. Half-fan on-board projections were simulated by 

the Siddon’s ray-tracing techniques based on on-board volume covering 360° for CBCT 

reconstruction in cone-beam geometry, which is based on the TrueBeam machine (Varian 

Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). The distance between source and detector was set 

to 150cm and the distance between the source and isocenter was 100cm. The detector was 

shifted 16cm for half-fan mode acquisition. The matrix size for each projection was 512 × 

384 pixels and each pixel size was 0.78 × 0.78 mm2. Deformable registration was performed 

between the corresponding phases of the prior 4D CT and TV reconstructed 4D-CBCT 
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using Velocity (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). After registration, the 

deformation vector field was generated to transform the prior contour map to the on-

board contour map. Finally, the TV weight map was calculated from the on-board contour 

map and used in the PCTV reconstruction using simulated limited on-board CBCT 

projections. Both CBCT and CT volumes at each phase were composed of 256 × 256 × 150 

voxels with voxel size of 1.67 × 1.67 × 1.67 mm3.  

b) Effects of projection number  

To investigate the effectiveness of edge enhancement with various sparseness of 

the projection sampling, 36 (10° per projection), 45 (8° per projection) and 60 (6° per 

projection) half fan projections were simulated and reconstructed with TV, EPTV and 

PCTV for evaluation and comparison.  

c) Effects of noise  

Noise with both Poisson and normal distributions was also added directly to the 

projections to evaluate the robustness of the method using the following equation[16]:  

𝑃IHRST(𝑖, 𝑗) = − logX(
YHSSRHI(Z[T\] ^,_ `aHLbcd(e,fg))

Z[
) (6) 

Noise was added pixel by pixel in each projection. 𝐼e	was set to 10i as ithe nitial 

intensity of photons.  

Different noise levels were simulated with specific a sigma value of the normal 

distribution.  Poisson and normal distributions simulated the nature of the x-ray quantum 

noise and the background electronic noise in the CBCT projections. 
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3.2.4.2 CatPhan simulation study 

In the physical phantom study, a CatPhan phantom (The Phantom Laboratory, 

Inc., Salem, NY) was centered in the prior CT scan and shifted in the CBCT scan to 

simulate patient set up deviations. Prior CT was acquired and reconstructed on Siemens 

CT simulator (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA) and CBCT projections 

with low and high dose protocols were acquired on a Varian True-beam machine. The 

low dose full-fan protocol (10 mA/10 ms per projection, 100 kVp, and total 250 

projections) was used for the PCTV study. The high dose full-fan protocol (53mA/15 ms 

per projection, 100 kVp, and total 250 projections) was used to acquire data to 

reconstruct reference images via FDK for the evaluation of the PCTV method. In the 

PCTV study, CBCT images was initially reconstructed with the TV method at low dose. 

Prior CT was then rigidly registered to low dose TV CBCT images via Velocity. Prior 

contour was generated from prior CT images and propagated using CT-CBCT rigid 

registration results to form the weight map for PCTV reconstruction.  Reconstructed 

CBCT volume was 400 × 400 × 200 with the voxel size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 1mm3.  

3.2.4.1 Patient study 

In the patient study, clinical images of a brain patient, including planning CT 

(acquired on Philips CT simulator (Philips Medical Equipment, Inc., Andover, MA)) and 

CBCT projections (acquired by a Varian TrueBeam machine) were acquired under an 

IRB-approved protocol. Planning CT was acquired and reconstructed with 512 × 512 × 
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199 volume and the voxel size of 0.7422 × 0.7422 × 0.9933mm3 and used as prior CT. On-

board full-fan projections with a clinical protocol (33 mA/15 ms per projection, 100kVp) 

were acquired over 200˚ angle. A total of 500 CBCT full-fan projections was used to 

reconstruct the reference images via off-line FDK reconstruction algorithm. Prior 

contour was generated via edge detection. Prior CT was rigidly registered to TV based 

CBCT via Velocity, and the registered shifts/rotations were used for on-board contour 

map generation for PCTV reconstruction. To investigate edge enhancement effect with 

various sparseness of the projection sampling, 41, 50 and 62 (the projection number 

reduction factors are 8, 10 and 12 respectively) full-fan projections were extracted and 

used to reconstruct CBCT based on TV, EPTV and PCTV methods for evaluation. 

Reconstructed CBCT volume was 256 × 256 × 150 with the voxel size of 1.0224 × 1.0224 × 

2mm3.  

3.2.5 Evaluation methods 

The results from TV, EPTV and PCTV were compared both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. Qualitative evaluation was used in all studies: digital XCAT, physical 

phantom and clinical patient data. In XCAT study, edge sharpness of bone and 

detectability of tiny structures such as lung vessels were evaluated visually as well as via 

image profile comparison. In the CatPhan study, resolution and low contrast edge 

sharpness were tested with the images from the line-pair slice and the contrast slice 

respectively. In the clinical head scan cases, we focused on the bone edge sharpness and 
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small bone structure recovery. In addition to qualitative evaluation, as we have ground 

truth in the digital XCAT study, TV, EPTV and PCTV were also evaluated quantitatively 

by calculating the relative error and edge cross correlation coefficient[26] between the 

reconstructed images and ground truth images. Relative error is defined in Equation (7) 

to evaluate reconstruction accuracy. 

 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆	𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 =
𝒇t𝒇𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 𝟐

𝟐

𝒇𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 𝟐
𝟐 	  (7) 

𝒇 is the reconstructed 3D volume images and 𝒇𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 is the ground truth of XCAT.  

Since edge information is important for tumor localization in radiation therapy, edge cross 

correlation coefficient was introduced as another matrix to evaluate edge enhancement 

effect[26].  

𝑬𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆	𝑪𝑪 =
(𝒆 𝒊,𝒋 t𝒆)(𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 𝒊,𝒋 t𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉)
(𝒆 𝒊,𝒋 t𝒆)𝟐 (𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 𝒊,𝒋 t𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉)𝟐

  (8) 

𝒆 is the binary edge map detected from the corresponding image for each slice 

while 𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒕𝒉 is the binary edge map detected from the ground truth. 

In this study, both relative error and edge cross correlation coefficient were 

calculated within a region of interest (ROI) defined to contain the entire lung region of 

XCAT phantom. 𝑬𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆	𝑪𝑪  is the mean value of edge cross correlation of each slice in the 

ROI volume. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 XCAT simulation 

3.3.1.1 Edge enhancement with PCTV 

CBCT images were reconstructed from 45 noise-free XCAT projections with TV, 

EPTV and our PCTV methods, compared with ground truth as shown in Figure 4. All 

methods were capable of removing the streak artifact even with limited projections. 

However, conventional TV and EPTV methods were not able to reconstruct some small 

structures and over-smoothed edges of anatomical structures. Compared to TV and 

EPTV method, the PCTV method is capable of capturing small structures such as lung 

vessels and further enhancing the edge information of both bone and tumor in XCAT 

reconstruction as shown in Figure 4(a)-(c). The horizontal intensity profile as pointed in 

the orange dot line in Figure 4(a) were plotted in Figure 4(e) to illustrate better edge 

enhancement using the PCTV method. In addition, Table 1 shows the relative error and 

the edge cross correlation coefficient of TV, EPTV and PCTV images. 

Table 1. Relative error and edge cross correlation of reconstructed TV, EPTV 
and PCTV images using 45 half-fan projections. 

 TV EPTV PCTV 

Relative error 1.5% 0.7% 0.3% 

Edge cross correlation coefficient 0.66 0.72 0.78 

Figure 4(d) shows the edge map of EPTV and PCTV compared with the ground 

truth edge map.  As pointed by the orange arrows, weight map used in PCTV is much 
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closer to the ground truth than the EPTV weight map. In the EPTV method, weight map 

was derived from the intermediate results, which may miss some small structures with 

very few projections. These small structures can be detected in the prior CT image and 

used to reduce TV minimization at edges in the PCTV method, as indicated by the 

orange arrows. In addition, EPTV will enhance the streak artifacts because EPTV treats 

the high gradient artifact as edges, which will be removed in the PCTV method. 

Moreover, blue arrows show that structure may also be missed in the PCTV edge map 

due to deformable registration error, which will be further discussed in IV. Discussion 

section. 
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Figure 4. Reconstructed XCAT images via TV, EPTV and PCTV using 45 noise-free 
projections.(a1)-(a4) show reconstructed of XCAT with different breath amplitudes 
between prior images and on-board CBCT.(b1)-(b4) are the zoomed in images of red 
square in (a4) and (c1)-(c4) show the zooming in images of the yellow square. Both red 
and yellow circles point that PCTV is superior to other methods in edge enhancement 
and small structures recovery. From left to right columns: TV, EPTV, PCTV and ground 
truth. In the fourth row, edge map were compared using 45 half-fan projections as 
shown in: (d1) weight map of last reconstruction iteration in EPTV, (d2) weight map 
used in PCTV and (d3) weight map extracted by edge detection on the ground truth 
images. (e) shows the profiles along the orange line of the ground true image.3.3.1.2 
Effect of projection number 

Figure 5(a)-(c) shows the axial, coronal and sagittal reconstructed images of the 

noise-free XCAT study with different projection numbers. As expected, image quality 

was improved with more projections. The PCTV method provided superior results than 

the TV and EPTV methods in terms of enhancing edge sharpness and reconstructing 
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small structures using limited projections, as indicated by red arrows. Furthermore, in 

36 half-fan projections reconstruction, EPTV enhanced the streak artifacts as indicated 

by yellow arrows. The high gradient artifacts were treated as edges in the EPTV method, 

but will be removed in the PCTV method. To better evaluate the reconstruction 

performance, quantitative evaluation methods were included and the results were 

plotted in Figure 5 (d) and (e). PCTV was robust to the projection number reduction 

with low relative error and high edge correlation.  
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Figure 5. Comparisons of XCAT CBCT reconstructed via TV, EPTV and PCTV 
using a) 36projections, b) 45 projections and c) 60 projections.  Ground truth are listed 
at the right column as the reference. In the quantitative evaluation, relative error and 
edge cross correlation for TV, EPTV and PCTV as functions of the number of CBCT 
projection number were plotted in (d) and (e), respectively. 

3.3.1.3 Noise study 

Figure 6 shows relative error and edge cross correlation of reconstructed images 

using 45 half-fan projections with increasing noise level.  Image quality was decreased 

(d)                                                                     
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with increasing noise level for all reconstruction methods. The PCTV method is superior 

to the TV and EPTV methods for all noise level scenarios.  

 

Figure 6. Relative error (left) and edge cross correlation (right) for TV, EPTV 
and PCTV as functions of the noise level of 45 half-fan CBCT projections. 

3.3.2 Physical phantom study 

Figure 7 shows the reconstruction results of the Catphan phantom. Figure 7(a)-(c) 

show the results of the multi-contrast slice. Some streak artifacts in FDK reconstructed 

images are caused by asymmetric projection among 200˚ acquisition and will be 

removed if using 360˚ projections. Low contrast visibility degrades with the low-dose 

protocol because of increasing noise. PCTV reduced the noise and maintained edge 

sharpness for all contrast, especially for the low contrasts as indicated by the arrows.  

Moreover, only one of four small white point structures were recovered in EPTV as 

shown in Figure 7(a3), but these four small structures were all reconstructed in PCTV. 

Besides, Figure 7(d)-(e) show the reconstruction results of the Catphan resolution slice. 
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Compared with high-dose FDK reconstructed images, low-dose FDK image still 

maintains the resolution about 6 lp/cm with increased noise. TV based method can 

reduce image noise, but the resolution is degraded. PCTV and EPTV can both maintain 

spatial resolution (6 lp/cm) while reducing image noise. Besides, some shading artifacts 

in the FDK, caused by 200˚ scan, can be removed by all three TV methods. 
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Figure 7. Reconstructed images of Catphan Phantom.  (1)-(4) show the images 
reconstruction by FDK, TV, EPTV, PCTV, respectively at 25mAs (250 projections , 10 
mA/10ms per projections) . (5) shows high dose FDK at 200mAs((250 projections , 53 
mA/15 ms per projections). (a)-(c) show the reconstructed images of Catphan multi- 
contrast slice.(b1)-(b5) Zoom in the right block shown in (a5). (c1)-(c5) Zoom in the left 
block shown in (a5). Arrows in (b) and (c) show that PCTV is superior to EPTV and TV 
in the low contrast edge enhancement. (d)-(e) show the reconstructed images of 
Catphan resolution slice. (e1)-(e5) Zoom in the corresponding part in the first-row 
images. Arrows in (e) show that PCTV and EPTV can achieve 6 lp/cm while reduce 
noise, which is superior to TV. 

3.3.3 Patient study 

Figure 8(a) and (b) show the results of the head patient data study. The full-fan 

projection number was reduced from 500 to 50 for the low dose reconstruction. TV 

based method can remove streak artifacts and reduce noise for under-sampled 

projections. Most complex bone structures were missing in TV and partially recovered 

with EPTV. With the new PCTV method, bone structures especially in nasal and inner 

ear regions were reconstructed, which is comparable to full-sampling FDK images. 
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Figure 8(c) shows the comparison of the weight map in the EPTV and PCTV 

methods, which demonstrates PCTV is superior to EPTV because more structures were 

detected in the prior contour based weight map.  

 

Figure 8. Reconstructed images of patient head.  From left to right: FDK 
(50proj.), TV, EPTV, PCTV and full sampling FDK (500proj.). (b1)-(b5) Zoom in 
reconstruction images of clinical patient head on the first row. Edge map comparisons: 
(c1) is the weight map of last reconstruction iteration in EPTV while (c2) is the weight 
map used in PCTV. (c3) and (c4) are the zooming in of (c1) and (c2) respectively. Arrows 
point out the differences between the weight map in EPTV and PCTV. 

Figure 9 shows results for reconstruction using different projection numbers. 
Similar to the XCAT study, the image quality was improved with increasing projections. 
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PCTV is the most robust to projection number reduction and is also superior to TV and 
EPTV in all under-sampling projections. 
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Figure 9. Comparisons of brain CBCT reconstructed via TV, EPTV and PCTV 
using a) 41 projections, b) 50 projection and c) 62 projections.  Full sampling FDK using 
500 projections are listed at the right column as the reference. Zooming in images are 
listed in the right and upper corner.  

 

3.4 Discussion 

The prior contour based TV (PCTV) method uses the existing edge contour 

information from high-quality prior CT images for edge enhancement in on-board CBCT 

reconstruction. Since the method doesn’t rely on the quality of on-board CBCT to derive 

edge information, it is robust against projection number and mAs reduction in CBCT 

acquisition. In addition, PCTV converges much faster than other methods (TV and 

EPTV) with smaller relative error and higher edge correlation as shown in Figure 10. In 

the practice, data fidelity constraint was applied in the first two iterations and then TV 
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minimization was combined with adjustment toward data consistency after the third 

iteration to reconstruct images effectively[22]. Thus, the coverage speeds are the same in 

the first two iterations and diverge after the third iteration with various TV terms. With 

the high-quality edge information available, PCTV can substantially improve the CBCT 

image quality by removing noise and streak artifacts while preserving edge sharpness. 

Both EPTV and PCTV are weighted total variation regularization and can 

enhance edge sharpness. However, for EPTV, the weight map was automatically 

generated and updated in each reconstruction iteration, which may miss some small 

structures due to loss of edge information during the iterations. In the PCTV, the edge 

weight map was extracted from high-quality prior CT and can be verified and modified 

manually before reconstruction, which is much more accurate. Thus, PCTV achieves 

better edge enhancement than EPTV due to more accurate edge derivation during the 

reconstruction, as demonstrated in Figure 4.   

 

 

Figure 10. Left and right figures show the revolution curve of the relative error 
and edge cross correlation during 30 iteration using 36 half-fan XCAT projections. 
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Note that edge enhancement can be affected by the parameters in the edge 

weight map generation. In this study, three edge weight map generation parameters 

(edge width, smoothing and global weighting factor) can be specified in PCTV. After 

optimization, edge width was selected as 3 pixels and MATLAB 3D smoothing Gaussian 

kernel with 5x5x5 kernel size and default standard deviation (𝜎 = 0.65) was used. To 

further investigate the weighting effects on the reconstructed images, global weighting 

factor from 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 were investigated in both noise-free and noisy XCAT 

cases as shown in Figure 11. Relative error and edge cross correlation coefficient were 

calculated as shown in Figure 11(c) and (d). In the noise-free XCAT study, the relative 

error monotonically decreased and edge correlation monotonically increased with an 

increasing global weighting factor, which indicates that the edge enhancement effect is 

positively correlated with the weighting factor. Nevertheless, the noisy XCAT study 

shows an optimal value for the global weighting factor to balance edge enhancement 

and noise level in the edge boundary region. 

Weight 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

(a)Noise-free  

Weight 

map 

 

Recon 

images 
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(b)Noise  

Weight 

map 

 

Recon 

images 

 

Figure 11. Comparisons of XCAT CBCT reconstructed via PCTV using different 
weighting factors and 45 projections.  Weighting factors are increased from 0.2 to 1.0 
from left to right columns in the (a) and (b). (a) shows weight map and reconstructed 
images using noise-free CBCT projections while (b) shows weight map and 
reconstructed images using CBCT projections with Poisson noise and normal noise 
(mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 10). Relative error and edge cross correlation 
for TV, EPTV and PCTV as the function of the weighting factor for 45 half-fan CBCT 
projections with/without noise reconstruction were shown in the (c) and (d), 
respectively. 

 Furthermore, three weighting factors of 1.0, 0.6 and 0.2 were investigated for the 

clinical data study as shown in Figure 12. Similar to the noisy XCAT study, the clinical 
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study demonstrates that global weighting factor should be tuned to achieve high image 

quality with edge enhanced. 

Weight              0.2 0.6             1.0 

Weight map 

 

Recon images 

Figure 12. Comparisons of clinical head images reconstructed via PCTV using 
different weighting factors using 50 half-fan projections.  Weighting factors are 
increased from 0.2, 0.6 to 1.0 from left to right columns. The first row is the weight map 
while the second row is reconstructed images with the corresponding upper map.  

The accuracy of the weight map is critical for the reconstructed image quality with 

the new PCTV method. Two main processes will affect weight map accuracy: prior 

contour generation and registration. In this study, we generated prior contour 

automatically by edge detection in prior CT and visually verify the edge information 

afterward to examine the accuracy of edge extraction. The threshold is the key parameter 

for Sobel edge detection and was selected empirically to find edge information for 

reconstruction. In digital XCAT phantom study, the simple threshold was applied as the 

edge information is easily extracted with simple object geometry. In contrast, in the 

phantom and patient data, image noise and complex anatomical structures made it hard 
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to find a single optimal threshold for edge detection. Thus, multiple edge detection 

process with different threshold was implemented and edge information from each 

process was combined as the edge map for reconstruction. Moreover, artifacts in CT 

images may affect the accuracy of the edge extraction, especially for large patients or 

patients with metal implant. In the future, more robust edge detection or auto-

segmentation methods such as machine learning can be used in our proposed method. On 

the other side, clinical contours of organs close to the treatment area are usually drawn 

manually by the physician, and can be used directly as the edge information. For the 

structures not typically contoured by clinicians, automatic edge detection can be used 

first, followed by manual verification and modifications. Area of interest can also be 

defined for edge enhancement based on the clinical application. Currently prior CT is 

used to extract edge information. Since CBCT has higher resolution than CT images, it 

may be beneficial to use patients’ prior CBCT images to extract edges with higher 

resolution to achieve finer modulation of the edge enhancement effects. One possibility is 

to acquire fully sampled CBCT images on the first day of radiation therapy treatment to 

extract edge information, which is then used for edge enhancement in under sampled 

CBCT reconstruction on the rest of the days in the treatment course. 

Regarding registration, edge enhancement in final images may be affected by the 

edge map accuracy, which will be influenced by the accuracy of registration. Based on 

registration, the applications of the PCTV method can be classified into two categories: 
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rigid and deformable registrations. Rigid registration is used for brain, head-neck, and 

spine patients, which represent a significant amount of patient cohort in radiation 

therapy. On-board contours were propagated from the prior contours via rigid 

registration to achieve accurate edge enhancement, as shown in Figures 8-9. This 

represents the first major clinical application of the PCTV method. Deformable 

registration is used for sites prone to deformation (such as lung, abdomen and pelvis). 

The potential deformable registration errors with low-contrast organ boundaries like 

abdominal or pelvic regions may limit the performance of PCTV reconstruction. Besides 

image contrast, the quality of the TV image might also affect the accuracy of deformable 

registration. When small structures are missing in the TV reconstructed CBCT images, the 

deformation fields for the small structures might be recovered based on deformation 

fields registered at other structures surrounding the small structures using deformation 

field regularization (such as energy constraint) or basis functions (such as B-spline) to 

propagate weight map, such as pointed by orange arrows in Figure 4 (d2) and (d3).  In 

our study, edge width was increased to 3 pixel and a 3D smoothing was applied to the 

weight map to account for the uncertainties in the deformable registration. As shown in 

the XCAT study, although some mismatch existed in the edges in the lung, most edges 

were still correctly enhanced after using the smoothed weighting map in PCTV. Another 

potential solution to address the uncertainties in deformable registration is to develop a 

hybrid method to combine PCTV with other adaptive edge guided weighted TV method 
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such as EPTV. Basically, after the deformation registration, image similarity can be 

calculated region by region to estimate registration accuracy. PCTV will be applied in the 

regions with high similarity (i.e. high registration accuracy), while adaptive edge guided 

weighted TV can be applied in the regions with low similarity (i.e. low registration 

accuracy).  

After edge detection and registration, 3D smoothing was implemented in the 

weight map to avoid sudden change and account for registration uncertainty. Although 

edges of small structures may be blurred by 3D smoothing in the weight map, the regions 

surrounding the edges still received lower TV weighting values to enhance the edges in 

the reconstructed images as shown in Figure 4(b3)(c3) and Fig. 8. In practice, 3D 

smoothing kernel can be optimized for different anatomical sites. 

For further clinical application, the reconstruction time of the PCTV method can 

be accelerated substantially using parallel computing and GPU. For the 4D CBCT 

reconstruction, the process for each phase can be implemented in parallel so that the 4D 

CBCT reconstruction time will be equivalent to a 3D CBCT reconstruction time. For 3D 

CBCT reconstruction, the main computational time cost is twice TV based reconstruction: 

initial TV image for registration and weighted TV reconstruction with edge map. Several 

studied have shown that the iterative reconstruction time can speed up with GPU [21, 68, 

69], which can be incorporated with our method to implement on-line image 

reconstruction for image-guided RT. The total calculation time of the compressed sensing 
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based iterative reconstruction for a typical clinical case can be reduced to about 30s as 

reported by Yan et al[70]. Based on this reference, the time for two TV reconstructions in 

our algorithm can be potentially reduced to 1 minute, which is clinically acceptable for 

image guidance in radiation therapy. 

3.5 Conclusion 

A new PCTV method was developed to preserve edge information and to reduce 

the streak artifacts and noise in low dose CBCT reconstruction. Compared to TV and 

EPTV methods, PCTV provided better edge enhancement especially for complex or small 

anatomical structures. The improvement of CBCT quality in the low dose mode by PCTV 

has a great potential for improving the accuracy for on-board target localization, post 

treatment dosimetric assessment or adaptive therapy using CBCT. It also paves the way 

for further reducing the CBCT radiation dose so it can be used on a daily basis for 

fractionated treatments.   
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4. Development of hybrid prior contour based TV 
(Hybrid-PCTV) to improve reconstruction accuracy 

4.1 Background 

In the previous section 3, we proposed a prior contour based TV (PCTV) method, 

which uses the edge information from high-quality prior images and image registration 

to generate on-board edges for edge enhancement in on-board CBCT reconstruction[71]. 

While edges were enhanced compared to previous TV and EPTV methods, a limitation of 

the PCTV method is that edge enhancement in the reconstructed images may be affected 

by the accuracy of registration, especially when deformation exists. Moreover, if an 

anatomical change such as tumor shrinkage occurs, deformed prior contour information 

may not be accurate to reflect the on-board edges, which will affect the accuracy of the 

edge enhancement in the reconstruction.  

In this section, a hybrid-PCTV method was developed to account for the 

registration errors in the PCTV reconstruction. Specifically, the hybrid-PCTV method 

combines PCTV edges with edge preserving TV (EPTV) edges based on the local 

estimation of the registration errors and anatomical mismatches between prior image and 

on-board volume. The new hybrid-PCTV method was compared with EPTV and PCTV 

using digital 4D lung phantom, clinical simulated DRR (digitally reconstructed 

radiography) and real projections of lung patient data with both qualitative and 

quantitative evaluations. The results indicated that the new hybrid-PCTV method 
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improved the accuracy and robustness of the PCTV method against deformable 

registration errors and anatomical changes between prior and on-board volumes. 

4.2 Methods and Materials 

4.2.1 Hybrid-PCTV reconstruction 

As described in section 3.2, Streak artifacts and noise in the under-sampled 

CT/CBCT reconstruction can be effectively reduced by the total variation (TV) 

regularization. However, edges might be over-smoothed by the uniform gradient 

penalties. Previously, our proposed PCTV method was developed to solve this problem 

by extracting the edge information from the prior CT images as prior information to guide 

the edge enhancement in on-board images. On-board edge map is mapped from the prior 

edge map based on the rigid or deformable registration between prior and on-board 

images. Therefore, the accuracy of the on-board edge weight map is affected by 

registration accuracy. The hybrid-PCTV aims to optimize the on-board edge weight map 

using hybrid edge weight map to minimize the effect of registration errors.  
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Figure 13. The general workflow of the hybrid-PCTV method. 

As shown in Figure 13, hybrid-PCTV is implemented in the following steps: 

PCTV weight map generation: planning-CT is registered with on-board CBCT 

reconstructed with EPTV method through deformable registration. Edge information is 

detected from prior CT and deformed based on the registration to obtain on-board 

contours. PCTV weight map is converted from the on-board contours to give low weight 

for TV minimization near the edges. Details about the PCTV weight map generation were 

described in the previous publication[71]. In this project, edge detection using a Canny 

filter was used to avoid discontinued edge and fake edge caused by noise. The threshold 

for edge detection was selected empirically to find optimal edge information for 

reconstruction. 
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EPTV weight map generation: during the reconstruction, the edge information can 

be detected based on the image gradient of the intermediate results and EPTV weight map 

is calculated using the same formula described by Tian et al[26].  

Balance map 𝛼 generation: The balance map 𝛼 is generated to balance between the 

PCTV and EPTV weight maps when combining them in the hybrid method. Specifically, 

the balance map 𝛼  gives high weighting to PCTV at regions with high registration 

accuracy and high weighting to EPTV at regions with low registration accuracy. The 

registration accuracy is quantified by calculating the similarity between the reference 

CBCT reconstructed using the simulated projections of deformed prior CT and the CBCT 

reconstructed using on-board projections. The structural similarity index (SSIM) map [72] 

was used as the metric for the local similarity calculation. A local window is defined at 

each pixel, and balance map α for each pixel over the entire image is equal to the SSIM 

index calculated within each local window.  In this study, SSIM function built in MATLAB 

(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) is used and exponents for the luminance, contrast, and 

structural terms are set to 1 to adjust the importance of these three components to the 

same level.  

Hybrid weight map generation: hybrid weight map is generated by combining the 

PCTV weight map and EPTV weight map based on the balance map	𝛼. Equation (8) shows 

the formula for generating the hybrid weight map.  

𝑤}~�LR� 𝑥 = 1 − 𝛼 𝑥 ∙ 𝑤�Y+, 𝑥 + 𝛼 𝑥 ∙ 𝑤Y�+,	 𝑥 				(8) 
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PCTV edges will be applied in the regions with high similarity indicating high 

registration accuracy, while EPTV edges will be applied in the regions with low similarity 

indicating low registration accuracy.  

Hybrid-PCTV reconstruction: The hybrid weight map, 𝑤}~�LR� 𝑥  in Equation (8), 

is used as a TV regularization term to reduce the TV minimization enforcement at the 

edges in hybrid-PCTV reconstruction. 

hybrid − PCTV 𝑓 = 𝑤}~�LR� 𝑥 𝛻𝑓 𝑥 5𝑑𝑥   (9) 

The ASD-POCS[22] algorithm was used in the hybrid-PCTV iterative 

reconstruction to balance the minimization of hybrid-PCTV defined in Equation (9) and 

the data fidelity constraints in Equation (2).  

4.2.2 Evaluation studies 

4.2.2.1 XCAT simulation study 

4D extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) is a digital anthropomorphic phantom built 

based on anatomical datasets from the National Library of Medicine [67]. Respiratory 

motions and sphere lesions can be simulated using this digital phantom to evaluate our 

method. To simulate 4D images, totally 10 phase’s images were generated by using 

specific anatomical parameters and respiratory profiles. The motion in the superior-

inferior (SI) direction and in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction were determined by the 

respiratory profiles including two main curves (diaphragm curve and chest wall curve). 

The body and the inserted lesions used the same breathing curve in this project. Both prior 
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4D-CT set and onboard ground truth 4D-CBCT were simulated with different breathing 

amplitudes. In addition, lesion diameter was reduced from CT to CBCT and the new 

lesion was inserted in the CBCT to simulate anatomical changes. 

Prior 4D-CT simulation: ten-phase 4D CT was first simulated by using XCAT with 

a 30mm diameter spherical lesion inserted in the right lung region. The breathing peak-

to-peak respiratory motion amplitudes were set to 3cm in SI direction and 2cm in AP 

direction, respectively.  

On-board volume and CBCT projection simulation:  the diameter of the lesion in 

the prior CT was shrinking to 20mm and a new lesion with 10mm diameter was inserted 

posteriorly to the first lesion in the right lung region. The breathing peak-to-peak 

amplitude of on-board volume was changed to 2cm in the SI direction and 1.2cm in the 

AP direction. Half-fan on-board projections were simulated using the Siddon’s ray-

tracing technique based on on-board volume covering 360° for CBCT reconstruction in 

cone-beam geometry, which is based on the TrueBeam machine (Varian Medical Systems, 

Inc., Palo Alto, CA). The distance between source and detector was set to 150cm and the 

distance between the source and isocenter was 100cm. The detector was shifted 16cm for 

half-fan mode acquisition. The matrix size for each projection was 512 × 384 pixels and 

each pixel size was 0.78 × 0.78 mm2.  

Deformable registration was performed between the corresponding phases of the 

prior 4D CT and TV reconstructed 4D-CBCT using Velocity (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., 
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Palo Alto, CA). After registration, the deformation vector field was generated to transform 

the prior contour map to the on-board contour map to generate the PCTV weight map. 

Finally, the hybrid weight map was calculated from EPTV and PCTV weight maps for the 

hybrid-PCTV reconstruction. The image size for both CBCT and CT volumes at each phase 

was 256 × 256 × 150 voxels and the voxel size was 1.67 × 1.67 × 1.67 mm3.  

Effects of projection number: To investigate the effect of projection number on 

the reconstruction accuracy, 24 (15° per projection), 30 (12° per projection) and 36 (10° per 

projection) half-fan projections were simulated and reconstructed with EPTV, PCTV and 

hybrid-PCTV for evaluation and comparison.  

4.2.2.2 Patient study using simulated CBCT projections 

In this study, two breath-hold CT scans were acquired before and in the middle 

of the treatment course for lung cancer patients under an IRB-approved protocol. The 

first CT set was used as the prior CT images, and the second CT set was used to simulate 

on-board images. 45 half-fan CBCT projections over 360˚ were simulated from the 

second CT for CBCT reconstruction. Prior contour was extracted from the prior image 

using edge detection. Prior CT was registered to the EPTV reconstructed CBCT images 

using deformable registration via Velocity. Reference CBCT was then reconstructed 

using DRR of the prior CT using EPTV with the same parameters. Similarity balance 

map α was calculated based on the local similarity between reference CBCT and EPTV 

and used to form hybrid-PCTV weight map in our proposed method. In this case, the 
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contrast material in the stomach region is different between prior image and on-board 

image as shown in Figure 14. The simulated CBCT projections were reconstructed by 

EPTV, PCTV and hybrid-PCTV methods to evaluated reconstruction accuracy when the 

mismatch of prior image and on-board geometry exists. The image size for both CBCT 

and CT volumes was 256 × 256 × 40 voxels and the voxel size was 1.5234 × 1.5234 × 

2mm3.  

 

Figure 14. Left is the 1st set CT used as prior image and right is the 2nd set CT 
used to generate DRR for reconstruction. 

4.2.2.1 Patient study using real CBCT projections 

In this study, clinically acquired images of a lung patient treated with stereotactic 

body radiation therapy were used. Specifically, the images included planning CT 

acquired on Philips CT simulator (Philips Medical Equipment, Inc., Andover, MA) and 

real CBCT projections acquired with breath-hold on a Varian TrueBeam machine. 

Planning CT was acquired and reconstructed with 512 × 512 × 148 volume and the voxel 

size of 1.1719 × 1.1719 × 3mm3 and used as prior CT. On-board half-fan projections with 

a clinical protocol (20 mA/15 ms per projection, 125kVp) were acquired over 360˚ angle. 

A total of 894 CBCT half-fan projections was used to reconstruct the reference images via 
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off-line FDK reconstruction algorithm. Prior contour was generated via edge detection. 

Prior CT was registered to TV based CBCT via Velocity, and deformation vector field 

was used for PCTV weight map generation. Hybrid weight map was combined PCTV 

weight map and on-board EPTV weight map based on the similarity between reference 

CBCT and on-board CBCT reconstructed via EPTV. To investigate the improvement of 

the hybrid-PCTV method for various under-sampled projections, 111, 149 and 223 half-

fan projections (the projection number reduction factors is 8, 6 and 4 respectively) were 

extracted and used to reconstruct CBCT based on EPTV, PCTV and hybrid-PCTV 

methods for evaluation. Reconstructed CBCT volume was 400 × 400 × 80 with the same 

voxel size of 1.1719 × 1.1719 × 3mm3 with the planning breath-hold CT.  

4.2.3 Evaluation methods 

In the digital XCAT study, both qualitative and quantitative evaluation were 

used to compare the reconstruction results from EPTV, PCTV and hybrid-PCTV 

methods. Edge sharpness of two inserted tumors, bone edge sharpness and small 

structure recovery in the simulated on-board CBCT were evaluated visually as well as 

via image profile comparison. In addition, a quantitative evaluation was applied in the 

XCAT study by calculating the relative error (RE) and edge cross correlation coefficient 

(ECCC) between the reconstructed images and ground truth images as described in [26]. 

A whole image region of interest (ROI) of 90 central slices was defined to contain the 

entire lung region of XCAT phantom to calculate RE and ECCC. RE is the relative error 
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calculated within the defined ROI volume, while ECCC is the mean value of edge cross 

correlation index of each slice in the ROI volume. In addition, three small ROIs were 

defined around the spine and two tumors to evaluate local image quality using relative 

error. For other clinical data studies, due to the lack of the ground truth, the results in 

the other studies were compared qualitatively. In the patient study using simulated 

projections, overall image quality was compared, especially in the mismatched region in 

the stomach region to evaluate the effect of wrong edge information. In the patient study 

using real CBCT projections, tumor edge sharpness, structures in the lung and bone 

edge sharpness were compared with different reconstruction algorithms. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 XCAT simulation 

4.3.1.1 Edge enhancement with hybrid-PCTV 

CBCT images were reconstructed from 30 noise-free XCAT projections with 

EPTV, previously proposed PCTV and our hybrid-PCTV methods, and were compared 

with the ground truth as shown in Figure 15.  

All methods were capable of enhancing edge sharpness with limited projections. 

However, the EPTV method was not able to reconstruct some small structures in the 

lung and over-smoothed bone edges. Moreover, EPTV enhanced streak artifacts as it 

treats high image gradient as edges in the under-sampled reconstruction. Compared 

with EPTV, PCTV can recover small structures and enhance the bone. However, as the 
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tumor shrinkage and new tumor growth existed from prior CT to the on-board, PCTV 

failed to enhance the sharpness of the two tumors because of the inaccurate edge 

information from the deformed prior CT image. Compared to EPTV and PCTV, the 

hybrid-PCTV method is capable of recovering small structures as well as enhancing 

bone and tumor edge information as shown in Figure15 (a) and (b). 

Figure 15(c) shows the edge map of these three methods compared with the 

ground truth edge map.  As pointed by the red arrows, weight map used in hybrid-

PCTV is much closer to the ground truth than the EPTV and PCTV weight map. In the 

EPTV method, weight map was limited by the intermediate results, which missed edge 

information in the spine region as indicated by the yellow arrow. PCTV weight map will 

have more edge information from high-quality prior CT image but may be limited by 

the deformable registration accuracy and mismatch between prior and on-board. As a 

result, the PCTV edges in the tumor regions were incorrect as indicated by the red 

arrows. Compared to EPTV, hybrid-PCTV inherits the advantage of PCTV with more 

edge information from prior images to enhance bone edge sharpness as pointed by 

yellow arrows. Compared with PCTV, hybrid-PCTV detected the errors in PCTV edges 

in the tumor regions and corrected them using EPTV edges for accurate edge 

enhancement, as pointed by red arrows. 

The horizontal intensity profile of the tumor and spine regions as pointed by the 

red and yellow arrows in Figure 15(b) were shown in Figure 15(d). Results showed the 
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improvement of tumor and spine edge enhancement using hybrid-PCTV method 

compared to the PCTV and EPTV method. Table 2 shows the quantitative evaluation 

results, which demonstrated that Hybrid-PCTV method has the smallest relative error 

and the highest edge cross correlation coefficient among all methods.  

Table 2. Relative error and edge cross correlation of reconstructed EPTV, PCTV and 
hybrid-PCTV images using 30 half-fan projections. 

 EPTV PCTV Hybrid-PCTV 

Relative error 1.3% 1.1% 0.9% 

Edge cross correlation coefficient 0.66 0.68 0.71 
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Figure 15. Reconstructed XCAT images via TV, EPTV and PCTV using 30 noise-
free projections. (a2)-(a4) show reconstructed XCAT with different breath amplitudes 
and tumor between prior images and on-board CBCT. (a1) is the deformed prior CT 
and (a5) is the ground truth. (b1)-(b5) are the zoomed in images of the two tumors 
region. Red arrows point that hybrid-PCTV is superior to PCTV in tumor edge 
sharpness and orange arrows point that hybrid-PCTV is superior to EPTV in bone edge 
enhancement. From left to right columns: EPTV, PCTV, hybrid-PCTV and ground truth. 
In the third row, edge map were compared using 30 half-fan projections as shown in: 
(c1) weight map of last reconstruction iteration in EPTV, (c2) weight map used in PCTV, 
(c3) weight map used in hybrid-PCTV and (c4) weight map extracted by edge detection 
on the ground truth images. (d) shows the profiles along the center of the new tumor in 
the on-board CBCT. The red arrow points out hybrid-PCTV is superior to PCTV to 
enhance bone and tumor edge sharpness while orange arrows show that hybrid-PCTV 
is superior to EPTV to enhance bone edge sharpness. 

 

4.3.1.2 Effect of projection number 

The reconstructed images of the XCAT study with different projection numbers 

are shown in Figure 16(a)-(c) in the axial, coronal and sagittal view. The hybrid-PCTV 

method provided superior results than the EPTV and PCTV methods in terms of 

reconstructing bones as well as small structures and enhancing tumor edge sharpness 

                                           (d) 
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using limited projections, as indicated by orange and red arrows, respectively. To better 

evaluate the reconstruction performance, quantitative evaluation methods were 

included. The results of the whole image and local interest regions (including bone and 

tumors) were plotted in Figure 16(d)-(f). Hybrid-PCTV was robust to the projection 

number reduction with low relative error and high edge correlation.  PCTV might be 

worse than EPTV with reducing projection number due to the inaccurate edge 

information of changed tumors. 

 EPTV PCTV Hybrid-PCTV Ground Truth 

(a)  
 
 

Axial 

 

 
Sagittal 

 
 

Coronal 

(b) 
 
 

Axial 

 

 
Sagittal 

 
 

Coronal 
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(c) 
 

 
Axial 

 

 
Sagittal 

 
 

Coronal 

 

 

Figure 16. Comparisons of XCAT CBCT reconstructed via EPTV, PCTV and 
hybrid-PCTV using a) 24projections, b) 30 projections and c) 36 projections.  Ground 

(d)                                                                               

(f) 
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truth is listed in the right column as the reference. In the quantitative evaluation, 
relative error and edge cross correlation for EPTV, PCTV and hybrid-PCTV as functions 
of the number of CBCT projection number were plotted in (d) and (e), respectively. The 
relative error of bone and tumors as blue block pointed was also calculated and was 
plotted in (f). 

 

4.3.2 Patient study using simulated CBCT projections 

Figure 17(a) - (c) shows the reconstruction results using 45 half-fan DRR of 

clinical patient data. Additional artificial structures indicated by red arrows were 

introduced in PCTV because of wrong edge information from the prior image, which 

was corrected in the hybrid-PCTV method. Bone sharpness was increased with PCTV 

and hybrid-PCTV as shown by orange arrows in Figure 17(c2) and (c3).  

Figure 17(d1)-(d3) show the comparison of the weight map in the EPTV, PCTV 

and hybrid-PCTV methods, which demonstrates that hybrid-PCTV has more accurate 

edges than the PCTV method as indicated by the red arrows. Balance map α in Figure 

17(d4) showed that lower weightings were assigned to PCTV in the regions with 

registration errors to generate a correct weight map for hybrid-PCTV.  
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Figure 17.  Reconstructed images of the patient liver.  From left to right: (a1)-(a4) 
are images reconstructed via EPTV, PCTV, hybrid-PCTV and clinical CT as a reference. 
(b1)-(b4) Zoom in reconstruction images of red dot block in the reference while (c1)-(c4) 
zoom in reconstruction images of orange dot block in the reference. Edge map 
comparisons: (d1) is the weight map of last reconstruction iteration in EPTV, (d2) is the 
weight map used in PCTV and (d3) is the weight map used in hybrid-PCTV.  (d4) is the 
balance map α used in the hybrid-PCTV. Red arrows point out the differences between 
the weight map in EPTV and PCTV. 
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4.3.3 Patient study using real CBCT projections 

Figure 18 shows that deformable registration errors exist when generating on-

board PCTV contours for the lung cancer patient as pointed to by the arrows. Thus, the 

deformed prior contour will be inaccurate in the regions with registration errors and will 

lead to inaccurate edge enhancement in the PCTV method.  

 

Figure 18. (a) is the deformed prior CT image and (b) is the on-board full 
sampling CBCT images.  Tumor region is zoomed in as shown in the right down corner 
in each image to show the mismatch because of deformable registration errors as 
pointed out by arrows. 

 
Figure 19(a) and (b) show the reconstruction results of the real lung patient 

projections. The half-fan projection number was reduced from 894 to 149 for the low 

dose reconstruction. 
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 Tumor edge was blurred in PCTV because of deformable registration errors but 

was enhanced in the hybrid-PCTV with corrected edge information as red arrows 

pointed out in Figure 19(b). Compared to EPTV, hybrid-PCTV enhanced bone sharpness 

as yellow arrows pointed out in Figure. 19(c). Moreover, Figure 19(d) shows the 

comparison of the weight map in these methods, which demonstrates hybrid-PCTV is 

superior to PCTV by correcting on-board edge information based on balance map α 

during the reconstruction. 
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Figure 19. Reconstructed images of the lung.  From left to right: (a1)-(a5) are 
reconstructed images via FDK (149 proj.), EPTV, PCTV, hybrid-PCTV and full sampling 
FDK (894proj.). (b1)-(b5) Zoom in reconstruction images of clinical lung patient around 
the tumor region while (c1)-(c5) zoom in reconstruction images in the spine region. 
Edge map comparisons: (d1) is the weight map of last reconstruction iteration in EPTV 
while (d2) is the weight map used in PCTV and (d3) is the weight map of last 
reconstruction iteration in hybrid-PCTV. (d4) is the balance map α based on SSIM to 
balance EPTV and PCTV edge during reconstruction. 
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Figure 20 shows the results for reconstruction using different projection 

numbers. Hybrid-PCTV can enhance the tumor and bone edge sharpness with correct 

edge information extracted from both PCTV and EPTV methods in all under-sampling 

scenarios.  

 

 

 EPTV PCTV Hybrid-PCTV Full-sampling FDK 
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(c) 
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Figure 20. Comparisons of lung CBCT reconstructed via EPTV, PCTV and 
hybrid-PCTV using a) 111 projections, b) 149 projection and c) 223 projections.  Full 
sampling FDK using 894 half-fan projections are listed in the right column as the 
reference.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

The hybrid-PCTV method combines contour information from EPTV and prior 

contour information from PCTV based on the similarity between on-board and 

deformed prior images. It corrects deformed prior contour information in the 

mismatched regions using the EPTV edges to account for deformable registration errors 

and anatomical changes between prior and on-board.  

The similarity balance map α is calculated based on the SSIM method to evaluate 

local image similarity between on-board images and deformed prior images 

reconstructed by the same method (using EPTV in this study). The regions with the low 

similarity between deformed prior and on-board images might be caused by one of 
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these two reasons: 1) deformable registration errors and 2) anatomy changes between 

prior and on-board (such as tumor shrinkage, new tumor, contrast agents and so on). 

The edge information can be corrected in the low similarity regions using edges detected 

by EPTV method. However, when the projection number decreases to an extremely low 

level, the EPTV edges in the low similarity region might also be blurred and therefore 

insufficient to enhance the edges in the hybrid-PCTV reconstruction. 

The hybrid-PCTV reconstruction removes the streak artifacts typically seen in the 

under-sampled reconstruction by the FDK method while maintaining the edge 

information, which is critical for target localization in radiation therapy. However, the 

image contrast, especially for the soft tissue, might be still poor due to the severe scatter 

in CBCT. In addition, the similarity evaluation accuracy using SSIM method might be 

affected by the potential scattering artifacts and inadequate attenuation calibration of 

on-board CBCT, which might limit the accuracy of hybrid weight map generation. The 

image quality can be further improved by incorporating scatter correction methods[73, 

74] into the reconstruction framework including balance map generation. 

In addition to the application in the breath-hold CBCT reconstruction, hybrid-

PCTV can also be used in the 4D CBCT reconstruction which suffers streak artifacts due 

to under-sampled acquisition (about 200 projections in each phase). As shown in Figure 

7, the hybrid-PCTV reconstructed image in the under-sampled situation is superior to 

PCTV with corrected TV weight map to account for deformable registration errors. Both 
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hybrid-PCTV and PCTV can better enhance bone edge sharpness and recover small 

structures in the lung region when compared to EPTV method. In the on-board 4D 

CBCT reconstruction, PCTV weight map for each breathing phase can be calculated 

from deformed 4D prior CT using phase to phase deformable registration. Then, hybrid-

PCTV reconstruction will be applied to reconstruct on-board CBCT image for each 

phase. 

Compared with previous PCTV reconstruction algorithm, the additional 

computational time of hybrid-PCTV is one additional EPTV reconstruction time for 

reference CBCT and the balance map α calculation using SSIM method. The α map 

calculation is fast compared with the TV based reconstruction. The total reconstruction 

time of hybrid-PCTV can be accelerated to 1-2 minutes using parallel computing and 

GPU based on the previous studies [21, 68-70], which makes it applicable for image-

guided radiation therapy.  

4.5 Conclusion 

Our proposed hybrid-PCTV further improved the accuracy of edge 

enhancements in PCTV by accounting for uncertainties in deformable registration and 

anatomical mismatches between prior and on-board images. Hybrid-PCTV can be a 

valuable tool for low dose 3D/4D CBCT reconstruction to improve its quality for on-

board target localization in radiation therapy. 
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5. Development of prior contour based TV with predicted 
deformation using a Convolutional Neural-Network 
(PCTV-CNN) to improve the efficiency of PCTV 

5.1 Background 

Previously, we proposed a prior contour based TV (PCTV) method, which uses 

the edge information from high-quality prior images and image registration to generate 

on-board edges for edge enhancement in on-board CBCT reconstruction[71] in section 3. 

However, deformable registration is time-consuming and its parameters usually need to 

be manually tuned to achieve an optimal result, which makes the process very user-

dependent.  

As discussed in the introduction in section 1.3, deep learning has been developed 

for image processing tasks such as classification, segmentation, lesion detection, and 

registration. Several studies have shown the good performance of deep learning model 

to predict deformation. There are mainly two categories of deep CNN models: 

supervised and unsupervised. In the supervised learning model, images patch pair is 

used as input and displacement is used as ground truth or label to train the model. For 

example, Cao et al proposed a CNN regression model trained on a pair of 3D image 

patch as well as patch similarities in multiple scale way to map brain MR images[56, 75]. 

Sokooti et al simulated deformation in three directions and generate the deformed 

image based on simulated displacement[76]. The simulated displacement and images 

were used to train the CNN regression model to learn deformable registration for lung 
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CT images. On the other hand, the unsupervised learning model has also been proposed 

with no need for ground truth to learn the deformation automatically for brain MR 

images[64, 77]. Many other learning methods were proposed for deformable 

registration, which demonstrates that image deformable registration might be treated as 

a learning problem [78-81]. 

In this section, a PCTV-CNN method was developed to further improve the 

efficiency of the PCTV method when deformable registration was required to match 

prior to the on-board volume. Specifically, both supervised and unsupervised deep 

CNN model was trained by SBRT lung patient data to predict edge deformation. 

Deformation predicted by the CNN models can be used to generate on-board edge 

information for PCTV-CNN reconstruction. The new PCTV-CNN method was 

compared with EPTV and PCTV using clinical simulated DRR (digitally reconstructed 

radiography) and real projections of lung SBRT patient data qualitatively. DVF 

predicted by the CNN model and generated by Velocity were compared with both 

qualitative and quantitative evaluations. The results indicated that the new PCTV-CNN 

method has improved the efficiency of the PCTV method while achieving equivalent 

image quality.  
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5.2 Methods and Materials 

5.2.1 PCTV-CNN reconstruction 

As discussed in the previous section 3.2, streak artifacts and noise in the under-

sampled CT/CBCT reconstruction can be effectively reduced by the TV regularization. 

However, edges might be over-smoothed by the uniform gradient penalties. Previously, 

our proposed PCTV method was developed to solve this problem by extracting the edge 

information from the prior CT images as prior information to guide the edge 

enhancement in on-board images. On-board edge map is mapped from the prior edge 

map based on the rigid or deformable registration between prior and on-board images. 

However, deformable registration is time-consuming and user dependent. The PCTV-

CNN aims to improve the efficiency of previous PCTV method by bypassing the 

deformable registration process using a convolutional neural network (CNN) model.  
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Figure 21. The general workflow of PCTV-CNN 
As shown in Figure 21, PCTV-CNN is implemented in the following steps: 

Prior weight generation: prior weight map is calculated from high-quality 

planning CT using edge detection function built in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., 

Natick, MA). Canny filter is applied and the threshold is manually adjusted to balance 

edge information extraction and noise. In the weight map, a low value is assigned in the 

detected edge region. Alternately, clinical contour drawn by a physician can also be 

used as a prior contour map, which provides sufficient prior edge information. Details 

about the PCTV weight map generation were described in the previous publication[71]. 

Registration: in the PCTV method we previously proposed, planning-CT is 

registered with on-board CBCT reconstructed with EPTV method through deformable 

registration. In this project, the deformation vector field (DVF) will be predicted by the 
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supervised or unsupervised CNN model to bypass the deformable registration process 

using Velocity. Planning CT and on-board CBCT are two inputs for the mode. The 

model details will be described in the next part. 

On-board weight generation: on-board contour map is generated from prior 

weight map using predicted DVF and used as the TV weight map to reduce smoothness 

at edge regions. 

PCTV-CNN reconstruction: on-board weight map w 𝑥  is used as a TV 

regularization term to reduce the TV minimization enforcement at the edges in PCTV-

CNN reconstruction. 

PCTV − CNN 𝑓 = w 𝑥 𝛻𝑓 𝑥 5𝑑𝑥   (10) 

The ASD-POCS[22] algorithm was used in the PCTV-CNN iterative 

reconstruction to balance the minimization of weighted TV term defined in Equation 

(10) and the data fidelity constraints in Equation (2).  

5.2.2 Deformation prediction model 

5.2.2.1 Supervised learning 

In the supervised learning model, deformation vector field (DVF) registered from 

CT to full-sampling CBCTs and retrospectively under-sampled low-dose CBCT are 

obtained on the first day to train the model, which is then updated with following days’ 

data. The model predicts DVF for low-dose CBCT acquired on the following day to 

generate on-board contours for PCTV reconstruction. Specifically, image patches pair 
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with the size of 29×29×29 will be two channels of the input. As shown in Figure 22, we 

design our supervised CNN model, which has a similar architecture in Cao et al[56], to 

learn the displacement vector of the cent point of the patch. Totally eight convolution 

layers followed by ReLU activation are designed in this model. The convolutional kernel 

size is 3×3×3 and kernel number is increasing with a deeper layer from 32 to 256, twice for 

every two convolution layers. Glorot normal initializer is used for each convolutional 

laters. As padding operation is not applied to avoid including non-meaning information, 

the 3D patch output size of each layer will be reduced after convolution. Only one max 

pooling layer is used after the forth convolutional layer to speed up training. Finally, two 

fully connected layers are used to get displacement in three directions. Euclidean distance 

of predicted displacement and ground truth is used as the loss function guide CNN 

optimization. The Adam method[82] is used to optimize parameters in the training model. 

After that, we use the trained CNN regression model to predict DVF for the following day 

based on the low dose CBCT, as shown in Figure 21. The predicted DVF is then used to 

deform prior contours to generate on-board edge map, which is used as weight map for 

TV regulation to reduce the TV minimization enforcement at edges for edge enhancement 

in the PCTV reconstruction.  
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Figure 22. The framework of the unsupervised CNN deformation model 

5.2.2.2 Unsupervised learning 

In the deformable registration part, prior image was defined as moving image 

while on-board reconstructed CBCT image was used as a fixed image. Before 

deformable registration, prior image and on-board image were rigidly aligned using 

Velocity. The displacement for each pixel was predicted by an unsupervised 

convolutional neural network (CNN) named VoxelMorph, which was described by 

Balakrishnan et al[64, 77]. Specifically, in this unsupervised learning model, two 3D 

pairwise images including moving image and fixed image are the input and no ground 

truth is needed. A convolutional neural network architecture similar to U-Net is used to 

learn the deformation between two images as shown in Figure 23. Two main 

components are defined as down and up. In the down part, 4 max pooling layers are 

used following the convolutional layer with Leaky ReLU activation. In the up part, 4 up 
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convolutional layers are used. Two feature maps with the same resolution from down 

and up parts are concatenated to better localized and learn representations with 

following convolutions. The convolutional size is 3 × 3 × 3. The filter number is 16 for the 

first and last layer in the U-Net and becomes 32 when networks going deeper. After U-

net, a convolutional layer with 3 filters is used to form 3D deformation vector fields 

(DVF). The loss function is formulated in two components: similarity between the fixed 

image and deformed image with predicted DVF and smooth regularization term of 

DVF. In this study, model parameters trained by MR images were used as initial 

parameters and fine-tuned by our lung patient data for deformable registration. 

 

Figure 23. The framework of the unsupervised CNN deformation model 
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5.2.3 Evaluation studies 

5.2.3.1 Intra-patient study 

In this study, one lung SBRT patient image dataset including one breath-hold CT 

scan and five breath-hold CBCT scans were acquired before each treatment fraction 

under an IRB-approved protocol. The CT set was used as the prior CT images, and the 

daily CBCT was used to simulate on-board images. 45 half-fan CBCT projections over 

360˚ were simulated from the second CT for CBCT reconstruction. Prior contour was 

extracted from the prior image using edge detection. Deformation between prior CT and 

the EPTV reconstructed CBCT images was predicted by a supervised or unsupervised 

CNN model. The simulated CBCT projections were reconstructed by EPTV, PCTV and 

PCTV-CNN methods to evaluate edge enhancement. The image size for both CBCT and 

CT volumes was 256 × 256 × 48 voxels and the voxel size was 1.5234 × 1.5234 × 2mm3. 

5.2.3.2 Inter-patient study 

In this study, 11 SBRT patient image sets including breath-hold CT scan and first-

day on-board CBCT scan were acquired for lung cancer patients under an IRB-approved 

protocol. The CT image was used as the prior images, and the second on-board CBCT 

image was used to simulate on-board images. 45 half-fan CBCT projections over 360˚ 

were simulated from the clinical CBCT image for CBCT reconstruction. Prior CT and the 

on-board CBCT image of 10 patients were used to train the unsupervised CNN 

deformation model. Then prior CT and the EPTV reconstructed CBCT of the other 
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patient were the input for the CNN model to predict DVF for PCTV-CNN 

reconstruction. Prior contour was extracted from the prior image using edge detection. 

On-board contour was calculated from the prior contour with predicted DVF. The 

simulated CBCT projections were reconstructed by EPTV, PCTV and PCTV-CNN 

methods to evaluate edge enhancement. Both CBCT and CT volumes of each patient 

were resampled to 300 × 300 × 80 voxels with a voxel size of 1.5 × 1.5 × 2mm3.  

5.2.3.3 Inter-patient study using real CBCT projections 

In this study, clinically acquired images of a lung patient treated with stereotactic 

body radiation therapy were used. Specifically, the images included planning CT 

acquired on Philips CT simulator (Philips Medical Equipment, Inc., Andover, MA) and 

real CBCT projections acquired with breath-hold on a Varian TrueBeam machine. 

Planning CT was acquired and reconstructed with 512 × 512 × 131 volume and the voxel 

size of 1.5234375 × 1.5234375 × 3mm3 and used as prior CT. CT image was then 

resampled to the voxel size of 1.5 × 1.5 × 2mm3 to match reconstructed on-board CBCT 

image. On-board half-fan projections with a clinical protocol (20 mA/15 ms per 

projection, 125kVp) were acquired over 360˚ angle. A total of 894 CBCT half-fan 

projections was used to reconstruct the reference images via off-line FDK reconstruction 

algorithm. Prior contour was generated via edge detection. Firstly, prior CT was 

registered to TV based CBCT rigidly via Velocity. After that, the deformation vector 

field was predicted using unsupervised CNN model trained on the inter-patient dataset 
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and was used for PCTV weight map generation. To investigate the performance of the 

PCTV-CNN method, 111 half-fan projections (the projection number reduction factors is 

8) were extracted and used to reconstruct CBCT based on EPTV, PCTV and PCTV-CNN 

methods for evaluation. Reconstructed CBCT volume was 400 × 400 × 100 with the voxel 

size of 1.5 × 1.5 × 2mm3.  

5.2.4 Evaluation methods 

In all studies, clinical patient data was used. Due to the lack of the ground truth, 

the results were compared qualitatively. Tumor edge sharpness, structures in the lung 

and bone edge sharpness were compared with reconstruction results from EPTV, PCTV 

and PCTV-CNN methods. In studies using supervised or unsupervised learning model, 

edge maps with deformation calculated by Velocity and predicted by CNN models were 

compared by the cross correlation (CC) for all studies. In the unsupervised study, whole 

deformation vector field (DVF) was predicted and can be used to generate deformed CT 

images. So that, deformed CT using prediction model and Velocity were compared with 

on-board CBCT image using mutual information (MI), cross correlation(CC) and 

structural similarity index (SSIM) map [72]. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Intra-patient study using simulated CBCT projections 

5.3.1.1 Supervised learning model 

Figure 24 shows the reconstructed results of daily on-board CBCT (from 2nd day 

to 5th day) using simulated CBCT projections. PCTV-CNN achieves similar image 

quality as PCTV method. Both PCTV-CNN and PCTV methods can enhance bone edge 

sharpness and recover small structure as red arrows pointed out, which is superior to 

the EPTV method. 

 

Figure 24. Reconstructed results from 45 half-fan projections of day 2-5. From 
left to right is: EPTV, PCTV, PCTV-CNN and reference (full-sampling CBCT images 
reconstructed from ~900 half-fan projections). PCTV-CNN using supervised CNN 
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model is comparable to PCTV for the edge enhancement and superior to EPTV as 
pointed by red arrows. 

As red arrows pointed out in Figure 25, predicted edge information is close to the 

reference edge map, which demonstrates our supervised CNN regression architecture can 

predict deformation for daily CBCT. Edge deformation was predicted with the cross 

coefficient about 0.74, as listed in Table 4, compared to the reference.  

 

 

Figure 25. Edge maps comparison for day 2-5.  From left to right is: edge map 
of planning CT, PCTV, PCTV-CNN and reference. Edge map predicted by supervised 
CNN regression is close to reference as red arrows pointed out. 
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5.3.2.2 Unsupervised learning model 

Figure 26 shows the reconstruction results of daily on-board CBCT (from 2nd day 

to 5th day) using simulated CBCT projections. In this part, the unsupervised learning 

model was used to predict the whole DVF for on-board edge weight map generation. 

Both PCTV-CNN and PCTV methods can enhance bone edge sharpness and recover 

small structure as red arrows pointed out, which is superior to the EPTV method. PCTV-

CNN can achieve equivalent image quality as PCTV with much faster deformable 

registration using unsupervised CNN model. 

 

Figure 26. Reconstructed results from 45 half-fan projections of day 2-5.  From 
left to right is: EPTV, PCTV, PCTV-CNN and reference (full-sampling CBCT images 
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reconstructed from ~900 half-fan projections). PCTV-CNN using the unsupervised 
CNN is comparable to PCTV for the edge enhancement and superior to EPTV as 
pointed by red arrows. 

Figure 27 shows the edge map comparison of PCTV. PCTV-CNN and edge information 

detected from on-board full-sampling CBCT used as the reference for daily CBCT. As 

red arrows pointed out, edge deformation can be predicted using unsupervised learning 

model to enhance edge sharpness in PCTV-CNN method. Table 4 shows the qualitative 

evaluation results about the edge map. The cross correlation coefficient between the 

predicted edge map and the reference is around 0.87. 
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Figure 27. Edge maps comparison for day 2-5.  From left to right is: edge map 
of planning CT, PCTV, PCTV-CNN and reference. Edge map predicted by the 
unsupervised CNN model is close to reference as red arrows pointed out. 

To evaluate the performance of the unsupervised CNN deformation model, three 

similarity evaluation metrics, such as mutual information, cross correlation and 

structural similarity index, were used. As the results shown in Table 3, predicted DVF 

using unsupervised CNN model can achieve equivalent or even better deformation 

compared with DVF generated using Velocity.  
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Table 3. Similarity measurement between daily on-board CBCT with planning 
CT, deformed CT with Velocity or deformed CT using unsupervised CNN model.  
Mutual Information, Cross Correlation and Structural Similarity Index are used as 
evaluation metrics.

  Planning 

CT 

Deformed 

CT with 

Velocity 

Deformed 

CT with 

CNN 

Day 2 Mutual Information 1.33 1.63 1.67 

Cross Correlation 0.96 0.98 0.98 

Structural Similarity Index 0.72 0.77 0.79 

Day 3 Mutual Information 1.21 1.65 1.65 

Cross Correlation 0.95 0.98 0.98 

Structural Similarity Index 0.69 0.77 0.78 

Day 4 Mutual Information 1.19 1.61 1.68 

Cross Correlation 0.94 0.97 0.97 

Structural Similarity Index 0.68 0.76 0.77 

Day 5 Mutual Information 1.10 1.65 1.70 

Cross Correlation 0.92 0.97 0.98 

Structural Similarity Index 0.65 0.77 0.77 

5.3.2.3 Comparison between supervised and unsupervised learning model 

As mentioned in the previous section 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2, cross correlation 

coefficients of edge weight map of planning CT, EPTV, PCTV and PCTV using 
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supervised/unsupervised model compared with the reference were calculated and listed 

in Table 4. Cross correlation of the edge weight map of planning CT and on-board CBCT 

is decreasing with the increasing day. The same trend can be seen in PCTV and PCTV-

CNN with the supervised model. However, PCTV-CNN with unsupervised model 

might be more robust to the daily change. Both supervised and unsupervised model can 

predict edge deformation. Compared with EPTV, PCTV based methods have a much 

higher cross correlation because more edge information is recovered. 

Table 4. Cross correlation comparison of edge weight map of reconstructed 
EPTV, PCTV and PCTV-CNN using supervised/unsupervised learning model. 

Day Planning-CT EPTV PCTV 

PCTV-CNN 

with 

supervised 

model 

PCTV-CNN with 

unsupervised 

model 

2 0.65 0.60 0.87 0.76 0.89 

3 0.67 0.66 0.86 0.78 0.87 

4 0.61 0.63 0.82 0.72 0.86 

5 0.54 0.67 0.86 0.70 0.87 

5.3.2 Inter-patient study using simulated CBCT projections 

Figure 28 shows the reconstructed results of first-day on-board CBCT using 

simulated CBCT projections. PCTV-CNN achieves similar image quality as PCTV 

method. Both PCTV-CNN and PCTV methods can enhance bone edge sharpness and 
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recover small structure as red arrows pointed out, which is superior to the EPTV 

method. Edge deformation can be predicted using unsupervised learning model fine-

tuned on inter-patient data. Edge map cross correlation coefficient between PCTV 

weight map and weight map with predicted deformation vectors field is 0.8976. It is 

demonstrated that PCTV-CNN can improve the efficiency of PCTV with similar 

reconstructed images. 

 

Figure 28. Reconstructed results from 45 half-fan projections of the first day 
CBCT in the 1st row and corresponding edge maps comparison in the 2nd row. From 
left to right is EPTV, PCTV, PCTV-CNN and reference (full-sampling CBCT images 
reconstructed from ~900 half-fan projections). PCTV-CNN using the unsupervised 
CNN trained on the inter-patient dataset, which is comparable to PCTV for the edge 
enhancement and superior to EPTV as pointed by red arrows. 

Similar to intra-patient study using the unsupervised learning model, three 

similarity evaluation metrics, such as mutual information, cross correlation, and 

structural similarity index, were used to evaluate the performance of the unsupervised 

CNN deformation model fine-tuned on 10 other lung patient data. As the results shown 
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in table 5, predicted DVF using unsupervised CNN model can achieve equivalent or 

even better deformation compared with DVF generated using Velocity.  

Table 5. Similarity measurement between on-board CBCT with planning CT, 
deformed CT with Velocity or deformed CT using predicted deformation Mutual 

Information, Cross Correlation and Structural Similarity Index are used as evaluation 
metrics. 

 Planning CT Deformed CT 
with Velocity 

Deformed CT 
with CNN 

Mutual Information 1.38 1.65 1.68 

Cross Correlation 0.96 0.98 0.97 

Structural Similarity 
Index 

0.73 0.78 0.79 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Deep learning model including both supervised and unsupervised learning was 

implemented to bypass the deformable registration for the PCTV-CNN reconstruction. 

In the supervised model, the only displacement of points located at the edge region was 

predicted and the ground truth is the deformation generated using Velocity. As table 4 

shown, the predicted results are a bit worse than the ground truth from Velocity. The 

accuracy of the edge deformation using the supervised CNN model might be affected by 

the limited data size and inaccurate ground truth DVF from Velocity. However, the 

unsupervised model with transferring learning can predict whole deformation vector 

fields to deform prior edge information. From the cross correlation of edge weight map 
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and similarity between predicted deformed CT and on-board CBCT, predicted 

deformation accuracy is equivalent or even better when comparing with the 

deformation generated from Velocity. It is demonstrated that prior edge deformation 

can be predicted using the unsupervised model.  

Both intra-patient and interpatient studied using unsupervised learning model 

showed the feasibility of edge deformation prediction using the CNN model for the 

PCTV-CNN reconstruction. In the clinical application, the first day’s deformation is 

predicted using the inter-patient model. After that, the model will be fine-tuned using 

patient-specific data for the following day’s deformation prediction. 

In addition, the prediction time for one set of the 3D volume is just about 20s. 

Deformation can be predicted in one shot, which can further improve the efficiency and 

automation of PCTV reconstruction. Compared with previous PCTV reconstruction 

algorithm, The total reconstruction time of PCTV-CNN can be accelerated to within 1 

minute using parallel computing and GPU based on the previous studies [21, 68-70], 

which makes it applicable for image-guided radiation therapy.  

5.5 Conclusion 

Our proposed PCTV-CNN further improved the efficiency and automation of 

PCTV by using CNN model to bypass time-consuming deformable registration. PCTV-

CNN can be a valuable tool for low dose daily CBCT reconstruction to improve its 

quality for on-board target localization in radiation therapy. 
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6. Feasibility investigation of virtual on-board multi-
modality images generated using the deep learning 
method  

6.1 Background 

CBCT usually has poor soft tissue contrast due to artifacts such as scatter and 

beam hardening, as well as the inherent limitation of x-ray based imaging technology. 

For example, it might be impossible to visualize tumor in the liver region of the on-

board CBCT due to poor soft tissue contrast. As a result, target localization for liver 

patient usually relies on the liver boundary or other anatomical, which is prone to 

errors. MR-guided radiotherapy was then invested to provide high soft tissue contrast. 

However, the availability of MR-guided radiotherapy machines in clinics is still very 

limited recently due to high cost. To improve the tumor visibility, a prior image such as 

planning CT can be used and deformable registration will be applied to map prior image 

to on-board volume. Thus, generating virtual on-board multi-modality images become a 

practical solution to improve low soft tissue contrast. The virtual on-board image can be 

estimated with prior image with accurate deformation vector field such as limited-angle 

intrafraction verification (LIVE) methods [15-18] discussed in section 1. All these 

previous studies have shown the feasibility of generating virtual on-board images using 

deformed prior knowledge for target localization in liver SBRT treatment. However, the 

model built in these methods is 4D respiration motion model for each patient and don’t 
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account for the anatomical change for multiple days, which is also limiting its 

application for the inter-fractional guidance and image estimation of other patients.   

As discussed in section 5, deep learning model can be implemented to deform 

images in one shot. In this section, on-board virtual image technology with vastly 

improved soft tissue contrast can improve the precision of the treatment and 

correspondingly reduce the margin of the target to spare more normal tissues in the 

planning. Specially, on-board image will be generated by fusing deform CT and on-

board CBCT to improve liver tumor visibility in the on-board virtual image. 

6.2 Methods and Materials 

6.2.1 Virtual on-board image generation 

In this study, deformation from prior image to CBCT was predicted with the 

unsupervised convolution neural network model and then used to deform the prior 

image to generate the virtual on-board image to improve the soft tissue contrast in 

CBCT, as shown in Figure 29. Firstly, the DVF was generated using the unsupervised 

CNN model instead of the conventional registration process. Image pair of two images 

(planning CT and on-board CBCT) was used as input and no ground truth DVF was 

needed for the unsupervised learning model. Liver patient data was used to fine-tune 

the unsupervised model which was trained based on brain MR images initially. Liver 

contour was drawn on the planning CT by a physician and used to embed deform CT in 

the liver region into the on-board CBCT. For a new patient, the first-day deformation is 
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predicted by the trained model. After that, the trained model will be updated using 

transfer learning method for the following day’s prediction with more patient-specific 

data. 

 

Figure 29. The general workflow of the virtual on-board image generation. 

6.2.2 Deformation prediction model 

Deformation between prior image and on-board CBCT was predicted by an 

unsupervised convolutional neural network (CNN) named VoxelMorph, which 

described in Balakrishnan et al[64, 77]. As discussed in section 5.2.2.2, specifically, two 

3D pairwise images including moving image and fixed image are the input and no 

ground truth is needed. A convolutional neural network architecture similar to U-Net 

with 3 × 3 × 3 filter size was used to learn the deformation between two images as shown 

in Figure 30. After U-net, a convolutional layer with 3 filters is used to form 3D 
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deformation vector fields (DVF). The loss function is formulated in two components: 

similarity between the fixed image and deformed image with predicted DVF and 

smooth regularization term of DVF. In this study, model parameters trained by MR 

images were used as initial parameters and fine-trained by our liver patient data for 

deformable registration. 

 

Figure 30. The framework of the unsupervised CNN deformation model 

6.2.3 Inter-patient study 

In this study, a total of 15 SBRT liver patient image sets, including breath-hold 

CT scan and first-day on-board CBCT scan, were acquired under an IRB-approved 

protocol. Both planning CT and multiple day’s CBCT clinical images will be resampled 

to the same image size in the transverse plane (300 × 300 pixels) and the same resolution 

(voxel size is 1.5 × 1.5 × 2mm3).  Deformable registration will be applied for planning CT 

and daily CBCT using Velocity. Totally 14 patients dataset will be used for the 
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unsupervised CNN model transferring training and the other one will be used as 

prediction test data. Image patches are exacted from CT and CBCT at the same location 

for training with a size of  256 × 256 × 32 pixels due to the memory limitation of the 

computer. Image pairs of the other patient with the larger size of 288 × 288 × 64 pixels is 

used for prediction. After that, zero padding is applied to the region outside the 

predicted region to generate deformation vector fields for the whole image. 

6.2.4 Evaluation methods 

Since clinical patient data was used and the lack of the ground truth, the results 

were compared qualitatively. In this feasibility study, the whole deformation vector 

fields (DVF) was predicted and used to generate deformed CT images for image fusion. 

The deformed CT using the prediction model and Velocity was compared with on-board 

CBCT image using mutual information (MI), cross correlation(CC) and structural 

similarity index (SSIM) map [72]. 

6.3 Results 

Virtual CT/CBCT image is shown in Figure 31 using an example of the first-day 

CBCT of a new patient. The whole deformation vector field (DVF) can be predicted 

using unsupervised CNN model, which is close to the results from Velocity. The fused 

image as shown in Figure 31. can further improve soft tissue contrast in the on-board 

image, especially for the tumor region in the liver. 
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Figure 31. From left to right: the planning CT with liver contour, fused images 
from deformed CT and CBCT.  The 2nd figure is deformed CT using Velocity as the 
reference and the 3rd figure is deformed CT with predicted displacement. 

Results of liver contour deformation for multiple days are shown in Figure 32. 

Two deformable registration processes using Velocity and unsupervised CNN 

deformation model were compared. In the high contrast region, both Velocity and 

prediction model can map CT with on-board CBCT. However, in the region with streak 

artifacts, both Velocity and CNN models encountered challenges in generating the 

correct deformation.  
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Figure 32. From the left to right column are the liver contour of CT, deformed 
CT by Velocity and predicted deformed CT overlaid on daily CBCT.  From the 1st to 
5th row are the results for day 1 to day 5. 

As the results shown in Table 6, predicted DVF using unsupervised CNN model 

achieved equivalent or better deformation accuracy than Velocity. Deformed CT using 

either Velocity or CNN achieved much higher similarity to the on-board CBCT than the 

planning CT.  

Table 6. Similarity measurement between daily on-board CBCT and planning 
CT, deformed CT with Velocity or deformed CT using predicted deformation. Mutual 
Information, Cross Correlation and Structural Similarity Index are used as evaluation 

metrics. 

  
Planning 

CT 

Deformed 
CT with 
Velocity 

Deformed 
CT with 

CNN 

Day 1 

Mutual Information 0.74 1.26 1.28 
Cross Correlation 0.93 0.97 0.98 
Structural Similarity Index 0.80 0.90 0.91 

Day 2 

Mutual Information 0.71 1.22 1.27 
Cross Correlation 0.92 0.96 0.97 
Structural Similarity Index 0.79 0.90 0.91 

Day 3 

Mutual Information 0.74 1.23 1.28 
Cross Correlation 0.93 0.97 0.98 
Structural Similarity Index 0.80 0.90 0.91 

Day 4 

Mutual Information 0.74 1.27 1.3 
Cross Correlation 0.93 0.97 0.98 
Structural Similarity Index 0.80 0.90 0.91 

Day 5 

Mutual Information 0.51 0.89 0.94 
Cross Correlation 0.91 0.96 0.96 
Structural Similarity Index 0.79 0.87 0.89 
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6.4 Discussion 

To improve the soft tissue contrast, a prior image with deformation is used in 

this study. Deformation can be predicted using unsupervised learning model fine-tuned 

on liver patient data to generate a virtual on-board image. 

As shown in Figure 32, image artifacts such as streak artifacts might affect the 

accuracy of the deformable registration using Velocity or prediction model. Thus, in 

future studies, image quality would be improved with artifact correction algorithms 

firstly. Then, on-board virtual image can be generated with enhance on-board CBCT as 

well as prior image.   

It is easier to match the liver surface with high image contrast. However, inside 

the liver region, poor soft tissue contrast might affect the accuracy of deformable 

registration. More accurate liver deformation can be achieved with FEM (finite element 

method) with the predicted liver surface in future studies. 

6.5 Conclusion  

Our proposed novel on-board virtual image vastly improved soft tissue contrast 

for on-board CBCT. Deformation can be predicted and used to deform prior image to 

map on-board CBCT volume.  It is feasible to use this on-board virtual image technology 

to improve the precision of the treatment and correspondingly reduce the margin of the 

target to spare more normal tissues in the planning.   
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7. Conclusions 
The goal of this dissertation work is to develop novel technologies to improve 

on-board CBCT image quality for image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT). The work 

presented in this dissertation uses edge information in the prior CT image, low-dose on-

board projections or on-board CBCT and deformation models using Velocity or CNN 

prediction model to generate on-board image with enhanced edge sharpness or 

improved soft-tissue contrast for target localization in IGRT. Augmented on-board 

images can further improve the target localization accuracy and be used for post 

treatment dosimetric assessment or adaptive therapy using CBCT, which can be useful 

tools to benefit clinical outcomes. 

Firstly, a new prior contour based total variation (PCTV) regularization was 

developed to preserve edge information and to reduce the streak artifacts and noise in 

low dose CBCT reconstruction. Compared to TV and EPTV methods, PCTV provided 

better edge enhancement especially for complex or small anatomical structures. The 

improvement of CBCT quality in the low dose mode by PCTV paves the way for further 

reducing the CBCT radiation dose so it can be used on a daily basis for fractionated 

treatments.   

Then, to improve the accuracy of edge enhancements in PCTV, a hybrid-PCTV 

was developed by accounting for uncertainties in deformable registration and 

anatomical mismatches between prior and on-board images. Hybrid-PCTV can be a 
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valuable tool for low dose 3D/4D CBCT reconstruction to improve its quality for on-

board target localization in radiation therapy. 

Deformable registration used in PCTV is time-consuming and needs parameter 

tuning to achieve optimal performance, making it highly user-dependent. PCTV-CNN 

was developed to further improve the efficiency and automation of PCTV by using 

CNN model to bypass the deformable registration. PCTV-CNN can be a valuable tool 

for low dose daily CBCT reconstruction to improve its quality for on-board target 

localization in radiation therapy. 

Lastly, to improve the visibility of liver tumor in the on-board CBCT, a feasibility 

study about on-board virtual image technology was conducted. With vastly improved 

soft tissue contrast in the fuse on-board CT/CBCT image, the precision of the treatment 

can be improved and correspondingly the margin of the target can be reduced to spare 

more normal tissues in the planning. 

For clinical application, PCTV method can enhance edge sharpness for low dose 

3D/4D CBCT reconstruction, which will benefit for image-guided radiation therapy with 

improved target localization. There are two main limitations of TV-based reconstruction 

methods: computation time and parameters need to be tuned, which might limit its wide 

application in the clinic.  As discussed in the previous sections, the reconstruction time 

of the PCTV method can be accelerated substantially using parallel computing and GPU. 

Reconstruction time can speed up to 1 minute, which makes it possible to reconstruct 
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on-line CBCT image for IGRT. Secondly, parameters for TV reconstruction was tuned 

manually in this project and adjust for various imaging site. In the further application, 

default parameters can be set up in advance in the protocol based on the scan sites such 

as head, lung and adnominal region.  Moreover. In the PCTV method, registration is 

applied to match prior CT image to on-board CBCT. Edge enhancement might be 

affected by the registration process, especially deformation exists. Then, hybrid-PCTV 

was developed to account for deformable registration error or anatomy mismatch 

between prior and on-board to further improve the reconstruction accuracy.   

Besides management of mismatch between prior and on-board images, 

deformable registration is also time-consuming and user dependent. Based on the work 

in this dissertation, deep learning model can predict deformation, which can be potential 

applied in the clinic for fast deformed image generation for PCTV reconstruction and 

virtual CT/CBCT image estimation. However, the accuracy of the predicted deformation 

vector field might need to be further investigated before used in the clinic.   

Future directions of the work presented in this dissertation may include more 

patient studies to further evaluate the PCTV based low dose reconstruction developed in 

this dissertation. In addition, more studies are needed to develop robust algorithms for 

virtual on-board image generation. As shown in the results, the accuracy of the virtual 

image generation depends on the quality of the CBCT images. Additional image 

processing, such as scatter correction and beam hardening correction, can be employed 
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to augment the CBCT image quality before virtual image generation. Advanced 

deformation models, such as FEM, can be further explored to improve the deformation 

accuracy in the low contrast regions in the liver.  Last, other prior images with high soft 

tissue contrast, such as MRI, can be used to generate on-board virtual multi-modality 

images to enhance the soft tissue localization based on CBCT.  
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